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Abstract

Research has shown that online security warnings are frequently ignored or misinterpreted by even experienced adult users. Children may be particularly vulnerable because they are not always aware of the risks associated with online threats. Existing work relating to cybersecurity warnings has been done with adults and there are few recommendations for children. We explore this research gap through two user studies with 22 children aged 10-12 years old and with 22 adults. We compare children and adults’ perception of warning design parameters (signal colours, symbols, and words) in the context of cybersecurity warnings. Our findings suggest that while there are many similarities in how both groups interpret the signal items, differences exist which should be taken into consideration when designing for children. We adapt existing warning design guidelines by Bauer et al. to provide recommendations for warnings that effectively communicate risk to children.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

According to Kaspersky Lab [35], 29.4% of user computers underwent online malware attack at least once in 2017. Canada was among the top 10 countries where online resources contained malware [35]. Cybersecurity warnings are intended to help users protect their data and their computers from these and other threats [9]. However, research has shown that online security and privacy warnings are frequently ignored or misinterpreted by even experienced adult users [1,9]. Even when risk is imminent, many studies indicate that people do not read, understand, or heed to computer warnings [1,9,55].

Therefore, improving security warnings is imperative in human-computer interaction to properly alert users of existing or imminent threats, and encourage users to take appropriate security measures [9]. The human-in-the-loop (HITL) security framework by Cranor [13] suggests that warnings designed to communicate risk more effectively can help mitigate threats. Warnings consist of several components including signal colours, symbols, and words. These design parameters cue users to the severity of the threat and help determine how much attention and credibility users will allocate to the warnings. To be effective, the level of hazard must be appropriately conveyed. In other words, the level of hazard intended by the designer must match the level of hazard perceived by the user [3].

While studies have been conducted to examine warning design for adults [3,16,25–27,36,64], there is little data to establish recommendations for children. It is unclear whether children interpret the design parameters in the same way as adults.

Children are one of the fastest growing populations online worldwide: 99% of Canadian students between the ages of 9 to 17 years old (Grade 4 to 11) access the Internet outside of school [54]. Similarly, Common Sense Media [39] conducted a
survey in 2017, which reported that online viewing accounted for 25% of TV and video time for American children under the age of 8, and 22% of children between the ages of 5 to 8 years old often or sometimes played online social games such as Animal Jam and Minecraft [39]. Almost all American children under the age of 8 (98%) were exposed to a mobile device at home, which allowed them to easily go online [39]. Another survey conducted in 2010 found that half of children aged 6 to 13 owned a mobile phone in Germany [42].

When we shift our focus from adults to children, privacy and security issues become more complicated [67]. Children may be particularly vulnerable because they are not always aware of the risks associated with online threats [67] nor understand the consequences of their actions. To help children make safer choices online, we must first be able to communicate in ways that are meaningful to them. As a starting point, this thesis explores children’s interpretation of different design parameters for cybersecurity warnings. We also observe adults’ perspective because current cybersecurity warnings are typically designed for adult users [22, 42] and their data can serve as a baseline.

1.2 Research Questions

This study explores an overall research question:

“How do children and adults compare in their perceptions and understanding of signal colours, symbols, and words in the context of cybersecurity warning messages?”

Our main research question was guided by three sub-research questions:

1. **RQ1) Children’s perception of severity of hazard**: How do children comprehend and perceive the severity of hazards associated with warning design parameters (signal colours, symbols, and words)?

2. **RQ2) Adults’ perception of severity of hazard**: How do adults comprehend and perceive the severity of hazards associated with warning design parameters (signal colours, symbols, and words)?
3. **RQ3) Comparison**: How do the two groups compare?

1.3 **Contributions**

This research contributes to the literature on children and cybersecurity warnings. Our studies identify similarities and differences between children and adults’ perception of warning design parameters. We make the following four contributions:

1. We provided data on children and adults’ perceived level of hazards for signal colours, symbols, and words.

2. We identified how children and adults compare in their perceptions of, previous experiences with, and expectations for cybersecurity warning design parameters.

3. We identified some concepts and associations that shaped children and adults’ risk perceptions, and helped them to determine what is dangerous or safe when it comes to signal colours, symbols, and words.

4. We adapted the warning design guidelines by Bauer *et al.* [5] to provide recommendations to consider when developing cybersecurity warning messages for children.

1.4 **Thesis Outline**

In *Chapter 2*, we give a background on children and cybersecurity warnings using the human-in-the-loop (HITL) security framework. In *Chapter 3*, we describe the methodology for our user studies with children and adults. We present the findings in *Chapters 4 and 5*. In *Chapter 6*, we compare the two studies. In *Chapter 7*, we discuss the implications of our findings, limitations of our studies and future research directions.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we discuss warning messages in a cybersecurity context. We address some of the dimensions in the human-in-the-loop (HITL) security framework [13], including the types of communication that are relevant to security warnings, the human receiver, and the desired behaviour from effective security warnings. We end the chapter by identifying the research gaps pertaining to children that we will address throughout the thesis. For definitions, refer to Appendix A.

2.1 Warnings

Warnings are a type of communication designed to prevent people from harm [5,9,62]. Warnings can include information on the presence of hazards and instructions on how to avoid them [9,25,63], so that they not only alert users of existing or imminent threats but also remind users or change user behaviour [9].

Warnings are part of people’s daily lives. They are everywhere and we encounter them in various situations [3] regardless of whether we take notice. Warnings can be observed on road signs while driving, on warning labels placed on household chemicals used for cleaning, or while browsing online.

In cases where secure systems cannot design out risk or completely protect users from harm, warnings are used as the next line of defense [1,4,9,13,55,63]. Sometimes, we cannot automate security-critical tasks and must rely on humans to make informed judgments [13]. In the past few decades, proper design and evaluation of warnings has been considered an important topic in usable security and other fields of human-computer interaction [64].
2.2 Human-in-the-Loop Framework

When software systems cannot rely on automated components alone to perform security-critical tasks, they turn to user judgment [9,13].

Cranor [13] proposes the human-in-the-loop (HITL) security framework, which addresses the issue of where human reasoning should be employed in security decision making. This framework is based on the communication-human information processing (C-HIP) model developed by Wogalter [62] that describes security processing steps that users experience when they encounter warnings. The HITL framework guides security experts and designers to identify and reduce the occurrence of human-related security failures when they interact with software systems. Figure 2.1 summarizes the sequential stages and information processing of the HITL security framework.

In the context of cybersecurity and for the purpose of this research, we use the definition of warning from the HITL framework, which includes five different types of communications relevant to security tasks [13]:

1. *Warning dialogs*: alert users to take immediate action to avoid a threat (e.g., anti-phishing, expired SSL certs)

2. *Notices*: provide users information and characteristics of entity or object (e.g., privacy polices, SSL certs)

3. *Status indicators*: inform users about system status or the risk condition (e.g., taskbar and menu bar indicators about bluetooth, virus software up-to-date, file permissions)

4. *Training*: teach users about security threats and how to respond to them (e.g., tutorials, games, instruction manuals, web sites, emails, seminars, courses)

5. *Policies*: inform users about system or organizational policies (e.g., ISP terms of service, employee handbook, password policy, policy on encrypting documents)

Security communications can be classified into more than one type of communications (e.g., notices that also function as warnings) and be considered active or passive [13]. The active communications interrupt users’ activity so that they pay
attention while *passive* communications provide information to users without actively trying to get their attention.

When communications are delivered correctly to *human-receivers* without any impediments, they should generate appropriate security behaviours, as shown in Figure 2.1 [13]. The receivers, or the users, then process these security communications based on their personal variables, intentions, and capabilities before taking action.

According to Cranor [13], individual differences in users may affect the way they understand and apply security communications, as well as intentions and capabilities to perform appropriate behaviours. Therefore, the risk perception of warnings may depend on personal variables such as demographics and knowledge of the users like age, gender, culture, education, occupation, disabilities and prior experience [13]. Furthermore, users’ intentions such as attitudes, beliefs and motivation may impact whether or not they heed to and comply with warnings, while users’ capabilities such as cognitive and physical skills may be fundamental in executing appropriate actions [13].

We use the HITL framework to organize and guide the remainder of this background chapter. We focus primarily on the *Communication* and *Human Receiver* components of the framework since they are most relevant to our work.

![Figure 2.1: The human-in-the-loop security framework (HITL) by Cranor [13].](image)
2.3 Communication

In cyberspace, users and their personal information, financial data, computers or mobile devices may be harmed by immediate or future threats [10]. Bravo-Lillo et al. [9] argue that computer security warnings should protect users and their computers, and that humans’ psychological process in heeding, understanding and complying to cybersecurity warnings is similar to that of physical warnings. Humans respond better to physical or cyber warnings that are effective, communicate risk clearly, explain consequences of noncompliance, and provide instructions on how to comply [9, 63]. There are several things to consider when designing a system to communicate risk, such as the type of communication that will be the most effective, the severity of hazards the system has identified, and how much user action is required to avoid the hazard [13]. Our research focuses on security warning dialogs and notices.

2.3.1 Cyber Warnings

Bravo-Lillo et al. [9] categorized 29 security warnings from operating systems and applications into four warning types. We consider these as high-level categories, which include information deletion or loss (e.g., disk space warning), information disclosure (e.g., email-encryption warning), execution of malicious code (e.g., address book disclosure warning), and trust in malicious third parties (e.g., email attachment warning). For the purpose of this research, we identify three sub-categories of cyber warnings that are discussed by the participants and are more relevant to our study: exception messages, SSL certificates, and malware and phishing warnings. These warnings are issued by various operating systems, websites, browsers and antivirus software.

Exception Messages

Also known as “error messages”, exception messages are observed when unexpected conditions occur or users perform unanticipated actions on computers and other devices [3]. They generally appear in secondary windows [3] such as dialog boxes or pop-ups. Figure 2.2 presents examples of exception messages. These warnings are
unrelated to cybersecurity but some users confuse these with security warnings, as observed in our study (Section 7.1.2).

SSL Certificate Warnings

The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols are used to create secure links between websites and users’ browsers [1,17,55]. These protocols warn users when encountering various server problems such as certificate expiration, or mismatched server addresses which could signal man-in-the-middle or Domain Name System (DNS) spoofing attacks [1,55]. Figure 2.3 shows SSL certificates for Google Chrome. These warnings fall under warning dialogs and notices communication types, which inform users of the possible risk if they proceed to the
website. Some of the security cues that these warnings use include colours and symbols (e.g., yellow yield sign with an exclamation mark inside, red lock with a warning X), and words that explain the threat source and the specific data that is at risk [57].

Malware and Phishing Warnings

Malware and phishing warnings notify users of potentially malicious and phishing websites [1, 2, 45]. Figure 2.4 presents malware and phishing warnings for Google Chrome. These warnings fall under warning dialogs and notices communication types. These warnings include colours and symbols (e.g., octagon with a red warning X on a red background), and words that explain the threat source and the specific data that is at risk. As browsers such as Google Chrome have had cases of false
positive for malware and phishing websites [51], they use bypassable warning messages that provide users the option to proceed [1, 2]. According to Akhawe and Felt [1], users ignore warnings when they do not read or understand them, assume that their devices can guard against the attacks via antivirus software, or the warnings are false positives. If the browsers are certain of a malware attack, they remove the bypassable option [1].

2.3.2 Design Parameters

There are various design parameters in cybersecurity warning messages. Design parameters, synonymous with design elements, refer to individual design components including colours, symbols and words [3]. In this thesis, we focus on signal colours, symbols and words, which are used to signal potential hazards to users encountering potentially harmful situations [3].

Signal Colours

Signal colours are one of the most common design parameters of physical and cyber warning messages [53]. Silic et al. [53] emphasize that we should consider which colour best communicates risk to users when designing warning messages because colour is a significant determinant of perceived risk and intentions to comply. Braun et al. [7] found that warning labels presented in colour were perceived to be more hazardous and readable than those presented in black-and-white.

Humans have the tendency to associate colours with everyday events, social norms and attributes. For example, in western cultures, the colours pink and blue are generally used to differentiate between girls and boys and black clothing is worn for mourning [25,33]. Literature on affective colours show that younger children tend to love and are attracted to things that are bright and bold [24]. Boyatzis and Varghese [6] found that generally, children 5 to 6 years old associated bright and light colours (e.g., red, yellow, orange, blue, pink) with positive emotions (e.g., happiness, excitement, comfort) and dark colours (e.g., black, grey, brown) with negative emotions (e.g., sadness, anger). In a study examining college students’ colour-emotion associations, Kaya and Epps [33] found that lighter and cooler hues (e.g., green, blue,
Figure 2.4: Malware and phishing warnings for Google Chrome.
white) were generally seen to be positive while darker shades (e.g., black, grey) elicited negative emotions. The perception of some colours differed for adults compared to children. For example, the college students believed that red had both positive (e.g., love, romance) and negative connotations (e.g., evil, blood) [33].

More familiar colours for warnings such as red are associated with a negative connotation in the context of cyberspace [53]. Red is often used as a symbol for high risk and is most preferred to grab human attention [25, 28, 36, 53]. Using differential and free-association techniques, Griffith and Leonard [25] determined that red had the strongest association with high levels of perceived hazard.

The general standards for physical warnings suggest that the colours red, orange, yellow and blue imply varying levels of risk, such as severe, minor and none respectively [25, 36]. Leonard [36] examined the perception of risk for colour words and signal words in the context of warning signs using a seven-point Likert scale from one having the lowest risk to seven having the highest. Red, orange, black and yellow were most highly rated by his adult participants. These results were consistent with previous studies with the exception of orange [25], which is commonly considered less serious than yellow. Colours white, blue and green were considered the least serious.

Similarly, Holtzschue [28] argues that some colours are important in communicating ideas. She mentions the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) colours in the United States, where yellow represents caution while orange indicates dangerous machinery or equipment, red is used for danger and stop, and green suggests safety.

Colours have been discussed in the literature in relation to other design parameters and contextual associations. Griffith and Leonard [25] found that red was highly associated with the word stop and the traffic stop sign. They also associated yellow and red on traffic lights with caution and warning. Black was associated with signal words such as fatal, deadly and poison, and symbols such as skull and crossbones, a sign of death [25].
Signal Symbols

Fagan et al. [16] identified that participants perceived symbols and patterns as important parameters in attracting users’ attention. Likewise, other research on warnings also mention that warnings with symbols are more likely to gain attention compared to those without [64]. Having signal symbols increases the salience and likelihood of warnings being noticed by users [3,64].

In their study, Wogalter et al. [64] explained that symbols allow users to easily visually comprehend warnings, especially for groups of people who speak different languages or are illiterate such as children [64]. When designed correctly, symbols in warnings are able to reach and convey risk to the general population more effectively. Wogalter et al. [64] recommend that symbols and text should always be tested prior to implementation to ensure effectiveness.

Some symbols, such as skull and exclamation point, have been well studied in psychology in the context of consumer products and equipment [3]. On the other hand, little research has looked into the role and arousal strength¹ of signal symbols in the context of cybersecurity. Amer and Maris [3] addressed this research gap by examining arousal strength of signal symbols in information technology exception messages. Their results indicated that $X$ had the highest perceived severity of hazard, followed by $!$, $?$, and $i$, with very little difference between $i$ and $?$.

Exploring the impact of shapes on the perception of warning signs, Ma et al. [37] found that people have a stronger negative interpretation from the upright triangle than from the circle.

Signal Words

Words such as danger, warning, caution and notice are considered general standards for physical warnings, and are intended to elicit different levels of risk perception in users, such as severe, minor and none respectively [25]. In a study by Griffith and Leonard [25] on physical warnings, the word danger was considered to have the highest arousal strength. Leonard [36] found that the words fatal, deadly, danger and warning were considered very severe, and notice, attention and caution were less

¹The severity/level of hazard communicated by the design parameters [3].
serious, which was consistent with his previous study [25].

Hellier et al. [26, 27] highlight the importance of mapping signal words with the level of risk implied by the hazardous situations that they indicate on physical warnings. Consequently, words that do not imply an explicit risk should not be used in severe warning messages. For instance, careful may be used in hazardous situations while notice should be used in non-risk situations [26].

Similar to their results for signal symbols, Amer and Maris’ [3] study examining arousal strength of signal words with adults indicated that on exception messages, critical had the highest perceived severity of the hazard, followed by urgent, warning, error, and notice, with very little difference between warning and urgent.

2.3.3 Warning Design

Well-designed warning messages communicate risk effectively [9, 63] but must also attract attention at the appropriate time. To design warning dialogs that attract users’ attention, Bravo-Lillo et al. [8, 11, 31] propose five attention attractors, four inhibitive and one non-inhibitive. Inhibitive attractors prevent users from proceeding until they interact with the warning or after a certain time has passed, while non-inhibitive attractors have an eye-catching stylistic change of text font and background [8, 11]. In order to get users’ attention, their findings suggest that warning messages should force users to interact with the warning text.

Anderson et al. [4] found that polymorphic warnings were more effective in combating habituation than conventional warnings. To mitigate habituation effects, they propose a polymorphic warning design that has visual variations, such as messages that jiggle, change in size and colour, or show different symbols and words.

Findings by Akhawe and Felt [1] indicate that warning design can impact user behaviour; different types of warnings have different clickthrough rates\(^2\). The researchers point out that the differences in rates may be due to warning appearance and demographic differences among users. Thus, creating a systematic design of warning messages that incorporates user perceptions and experience may better persuade

\(^2\)The proportion of users who clicked through a warning type by ignoring or making an informed decision to proceed [1].
users to carry out safe security practices.

**Design Guidelines for Warnings**

We present existing design guidelines for cybersecurity warnings.

An effective warning should not merely alert users of a potential or an existing threat, but should also clearly communicate risk, explain consequences of noncompliance, as well as instruct how to avoid or mitigate the risk [9,63].

Bauer et al. [5] proposed a set of guidelines that may help designers and developers to create more effective cyber warnings. These guidelines were derived from current literature on usable security and warnings research from *Human Interface Guidelines* (HIG) for Windows, MacOS and Linux operating systems. The researchers suggest the following six guidelines:

1. **Describe the risk comprehensively**: The risk should be clearly identified and explained.

2. **Be concise and accurate**: The warning message should be simple, to the point, give correct information and not be overly technical.

3. **Offer meaningful options**: Warning dialogs should provide users with sufficient information so that they can decide between two or more meaningful options.

4. **Present relevant contextual information**: Warnings should present contextual information such as the consequences of noncompliance, so that users can make informed decision.

5. **Present relevant auditing information**: The user’s device should maintain access logs and the warning should show whether the website or the application has been previously accessed.

6. **Follow a consistent layout**: Warnings should follow a common suggested layout based on the Human Interface Guidelines (HIG) [29,50,61] that they can be recognized easily by users. These elements include a single icon, primary text, secondary text, a question, a set of primary options, and a set of secondary options.
Wogalter et al. [64] also created a set of research-based guidelines for warnings. The researchers suggest that large, bold print, high contrast, colour, borders, symbols, and special effects like flashing lights and auditory sound increase the salience of a warning. Aligning with the cyber warning design guidelines mentioned above [5], Wogalter et al. [63,64] suggested that an effective warning should include four components: a signal word to attract attention, identification of the hazard, an explanation of consequences if exposed to the hazard, and instructions for avoiding the hazard.

### Design Guidelines for Children

While studies have been conducted to examine hazard matching of design parameters for cybersecurity warning messages [3,16,25–27,36,64], there is a limited number of empirical studies to establish recommendations for children.

Micheti et al. [43] identified 14 guidelines for writing privacy policies that children and teenagers can easily comprehend. These guidelines include textual elements on comprehension, structure of the text and the overall design of the privacy policies. Although these guidelines specifically relate to privacy policies, several guidelines appear relevant for warnings too:

1. **Guideline 1**: Choose the simplest words possible.
2. **Guideline 2**: Avoid double negatives.
3. **Guideline 3**: Use language that makes clear who is doing what to whom.
4. **Guideline 4**: Keep sentences simple and paragraphs short.
5. **Guideline 5**: Put the main idea of the sentence at the beginning.
6. **Guideline 7**: Arrange information in a logical order.
7. **Guideline 8**: Group related information together and eliminate redundancies.
8. **Guideline 9**: Provide informative headings.
9. **Guideline 13**: Leave enough white space.
10. **Guideline 14**: Use, but do not overuse, emphasis techniques.
2.4 Human Receiver

The human receiver is the user who receives the security communication and whose actions affect system security [13]. This section will focus on users’ personal variables and intentions, and communication delivery information processing.

2.4.1 Personal Variables and Intentions

Personal factors such as demographic variables (e.g., age, gender, cultural background, education, occupation, and disabilities), knowledge, familiarity, experience and training with warnings or tasks, and individual differences in their intentions such as attitudes and beliefs contribute to warning effectiveness and how users are likely to behave in security-critical situations [13, 64]. We summarize the literature addressing children and adults’ risk perception in the context of cybersecurity.

Adults and Online Risk Perception

The majority of the literature on cybersecurity warnings and user perception focus on adult users. Research on adults and perceived online risk often discuss user perception for two user groups: expert and novice users [9, 13].

Aesthetics play a huge role in the perceived credibility of interfaces [49] and how users behave [2]. Sometimes, users decide if a site is credible or not based on look-and-feel alone [49]. Bravo-Lillo et al. [9] found that novice users consider the security warning’s look-and-feel soon after they encounter dialog pop-ups to determine how suspicious or credible they are. The website’s reputation and credibility highly affect how users react to warning scenarios [2]. Participants mentioned that they would ignore the warning against high-reputation and credible websites while they would heed a warning against low reputation and less credible websites because they did not trust these sites [2].

Bravo-Lillo et al. [9] found that expert and novice adult users observed different cues and made different conclusions about the security warning risks. While experts assessed how safe their actions are a priori or from deductive reasoning, novice

\[^3\text{How effectively the warning communicates risk}\ [1].\]
users generally assessed risk after engaging in their actions [9]. Expert adult users performed security actions such as researching risks that they faced online through public expert forums, regularly updating their software like antivirus programs and security plug-ins, and using safe and legitimate URLs compared to novices [9].

Expert users with training and experience related to cybersecurity may be more likely to understand complicated instructions, overthink and second-guess security warnings, or perceive less risk than novice users [9, 13]. For example, experts ignore warnings when they understand them because they believe they are unimportant, while novice users cannot assess whether they are at risk because they do not understand the attack [9].

Children and Online Risk Perception

Research has shown that online security and privacy warnings are frequently ignored or misinterpreted by even experienced adult users [1, 9]. Children may be particularly vulnerable because they are not always aware of the risks associated with online threats [67].

According to literature on children’s developmental stages, children not only differ from adults but they behave and perceive differently at varying stages of development [49]. In the sensorimotor stage (birth to 2 years), children begin to understand the world from the information they receive through their senses and movement. In the pre-operational stage (2 to 7 years), children develop an understanding that objects can be represented through words and symbols. In the concrete operational stage (7 to 11 years), children are able to see through others’ viewpoints, classify things, and understand the idea of reversibility and conservation. In the formal operational stage (11+ years), children can think abstractly and logically, and deal with hypothetical situations.

Children in the late concrete operational stage and early formal operational stage are the main user groups in our research. Children who are 10 years old begin to use social networking platforms, watch online videos, visit virtual worlds, and play online games [41]. Children 11 to 12 years old begin to actively communicate online, watch and download music, movies and TV shows online, and may be vulnerable in
giving out personal information to online marketers [40]. At this age, children should be developmentally able to start recognizing warning messages, consider the possible consequences of their actions, and make logical decisions if information is presented to them in an age-appropriate manner.

Compared to adults, however, Zhang-Kennedy et al. [67] suggest that children’s perceptions of cybersecurity are less developed. While children believed that their privacy was important, only half actually understood what it meant to stay private online. Interestingly, children between the ages of 7 to 11 years old perceived internal privacy threats from siblings and parents to be more serious than external threats from friends, strangers or online media [67].

Davidson and Martellozzo [14] identified that although young people in the UK aged 12 to 18 years old seemed knowledgeable about safety and risks online, they did not perform preventative behaviours. Furthermore, these researchers found a lack of awareness among children for whether something is considered personal information. They conducted their study in both the UK and in Bahrain. They also discovered that gendered cultural issues highly affected children’s online behaviours. Twenty percent of children in the UK had “threatening” experience online from strangers or acquaintances such as cyberbullying, while 36% of children in Bahrain had been made to feel “uncomfortable” online and more girls (43%) experienced these situations than boys (32%) [14]. Another study conducted in Greece reported a significant increase in experiences of online cyberbullying among high school students [19]. These demographic variables and prior experiences contribute to children’s online risk perception.

**Risk Communication through Metaphors**

How warning messages are perceived may be greatly influenced by how the risks associated with these warnings are communicated to end-users. Current literature suggests that risk communication is poor in the field of computer security [12].

To improve risk communication in cybersecurity, Camp [12] suggests five security *metaphors*: physical, medical, criminal, warfare, and market models. *Physical*
security model can motivate users to secure their computers from “intruders” by communicating actions such as locking down their system, while using the medical model allows users to make connections between malicious code and infectious diseases, thus emphasizing the importance of identifying and responding to a virus [12]. The criminal model suggests that users should protect themselves and their computers from cyber-“criminals” such as hackers by tracking and prosecution. The warfare model communicates the idea of a “determined implacable enemy” and to think of “firewalls”, tight constraints on the network and limited connectivity, as defense technologies, while the market model can be used to identify “costs” and “externalities” due to security failures.

The medical metaphor shows potential in communicating cybersecurity risks to users because the model acknowledges that everyone is at risk and emphasizes the importance of autonomy and shared responsibilities for community health [12]. Therefore, Camp [12] argues that the medical model may be the most effective risk communication method to use in cybersecurity context. These mental models are in no way perfect [12]; the metaphors they use may not apply to every security situations nor be the most effective in mitigating risks. Accordingly, it is highly recommended that these models be further tested via user studies [9,12].

Hazard Matching

Hazard matching refers to successfully mapping risk to warnings. In the cybersecurity context, the severity implied by the warning message should match the level of hazard perceived by the user [3,27].

According to Hellier et al. [27], warnings implying various levels of risk can be used in situations that range from minor to highly hazardous circumstances. Matching the perceived risk with the actual level of hazard implied by the warnings may help to effectively communicate and distinguish highly hazardous situations from the less dire, which in turn may improve the informativeness of warnings. Warnings should communicate both the presence of threat and its severity [3,27].

To achieve hazard matching, we must establish a systematic relationship between warning design parameters and perceptions of hazard [27]. Some examples of design
parameters include variations of signal colours, words, symbols and message sizes [3, 27]. There are several research methods that can be used to map risk to design parameters. In their experimental study, Hellier et al. [27] asked participants to rate arousal strength using techniques such as Likert ratings, cross-modality matching and free modulus magnitude estimation. From triangulation, the researchers confirmed that arousal strength scales of signal words are robust, and thus, signal words can be used to achieve hazard matching. Similarly, Amer and Maris [3] used a ten-point Likert scale for participants to indicate the perceived degree of severity of the exception message. When the arousal strength is established, warning messages can be better matched to situations with varying levels of hazard [3, 27].

Each person is unique, and therefore, may perceive risk differently. In her behavioural study of consumer product warning labels, Otsubo [48] found that perceived differences in the level of “hazard” or “danger” between products influenced people to heed, read and comply with warnings, which in turn affected warning effectiveness.

2.4.2 Communication Delivery

*Communication delivery* is the first step in information processing that includes attention switch, users taking notice of the communication, and attention maintenance, users maintaining their attention to the communication long enough to process it [13].

**Habituation Effect**

A major inhibitor of the effectiveness of security warnings is the *habituation effect* [3, 4, 31, 32, 58]. Experimental studies on the effect of habituation support this claim [1, 4, 58].

Habituation refers to the decline of user attention and eventual desensitization to a stimulus because users are frequently exposed [4, 31, 32]. After repeated exposure to warnings, people are less likely to pay attention and attend to the message, which leads to a decrease in compliance [3]. Furthermore, when users cannot immediately see or experience the consequences of non-compliant behaviours, they may begin to respond habitually to warnings despite changes in the context or the information in the message [31]. For instance, if warning messages for two different hazardous
situations look similar, users may develop automated response and replicate their reaction across both situations, which may lead to noncompliance or inappropriate response [3].

Results from the study by Amer and Maris [3] confirm that habituation decreases the effectiveness of exception messages. Some ways to mitigate the ramifications of desensitization to warnings are altering the parameters of the messages such as using signal words and icons that have varying levels of arousal strength depending on the context [3], and applying polymorphic variations [4, 58]. For example, a program could monitor users’ response time and attention to warnings that has been displayed multiple times, and if the program detects a decline in attention, it could display a differently designed message [3]. More studies need to be conducted to further test these results.

**Theory of Warning Fatigue**

Similar to the habituation effect, *warning or alert fatigue* occurs when users become desensitized to the stimulus [1, 38]. As users continue to receive more and more warnings, their attention may decrease and reaction time may increase, eventually resulting in failure to comply or respond appropriately. According to Masters [38], warning fatigue is the threshold at which recognizing the urgent warnings from others becomes difficult for end-users. Like *crying wolf* [38], a phenomenon that results from being over-warned by false alarms, we have become immune to warning messages that would otherwise be recognized as real danger.

In their large-scale field study on browser security warning effectiveness, Akhawe and Felt [1] observed that participant behaviours were consistent with the theory of warning fatigue. In their study, the clickthrough responses for common error messages were faster than for less common errors due to the effect of warning fatigue. As a result, they advise for security practitioners and designers to consider limiting the number of warnings shown to users [1]. The researchers suggest that future studies should focus on the effect of user demographics on browser warning effectiveness.
2.5 Research Gap

Warning messages should only be used as the last lines of defense when it is not possible to eliminate or design a system that fully shields against a hazard [1, 4, 9, 13, 55, 63]. When designing such system is not feasible, we need to rely on warning messages that are effective. Current literature indicates that warning messages can be successful in advocating for safe security practices in users if designed properly [1]. However, it is critical for security practitioners to understand their primary target users and the severity of hazard perceived by the users [1]. Currently, there is a lack of research exploring children and their perception of warning messages.

To address this research gap, our thesis will first aim to understand how children and adults perceive the severity of hazard associated with three warning design parameters: signal colours, symbols, and words. The empirical findings from this research will establish children’s perceptions of security warnings in comparison with adult users, and help identify warning message design features that may communicate more effectively to children.
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Methodology

Effective security warnings should be tailored for all types of users, especially those who may be more vulnerable. Compared to adult users, children may not always be aware of the risks associated with cyberthreats [67].

There is a lack of research on children and their risk perceptions of cybersecurity warning messages to establish design recommendations. To design more effective warning messages for children, we conduct user studies to see how they perceive the severity of hazard associated with three basic warning design parameters: signal words, colours and symbols. To our knowledge, no in-depth empirical study has been conducted to explore children’s perception of these parameters independently.

To fully understand children’s perception and comprehension of security warnings, we also observe adults’ perspective because current cybersecurity warnings are typically designed for adult users [22, 42] and their data can serve as a baseline. The results from both user studies will be compared and contrasted to establish similarities and differences between children and adults, and to provide recommendations to design better warnings for children.

The main research question in this thesis was as follows: “How do children and adults compare in their perceptions and understanding of signal colours, symbols, and words in the context of cybersecurity warning messages?”

This question was explored through three sub-research questions: RQ1) Children’s perception of severity of hazard: How do children comprehend and perceive the severity of hazards associated with warning design parameters (signal colours, symbols, and words)? RQ2) Adults’ perception of severity of hazard: How do adults comprehend and perceive the severity of hazards associated with warning design parameters (signal colours, symbols, and words)? RQ3) Comparison: How do the two groups compare?
3.1 Hazard Matching

Our research methodology was inspired by the works of Amer and Maris [3], Bravo-Lillo et al. [9], Hellier et al. [27] and Wogalter et al. [64].

Hazard matching is when the severity of hazard communicated by the warning matches the user’s perceived severity [3,27]. In order to achieve this, a systematic relationship between variations in warning design parameters and variations in user’s perceived levels of hazard should be established [27]. The first step is to scale the perceived arousal strength of each design parameter (quantifiers of risk) by asking users to rate their severity [3,26,27,64].

To collect users’ subjective measures, we used categorization followed by ranking methods to scale the perceived arousal strength of items within each parameter. Since this method may be susceptible to response bias [27], we followed the activity with an interview to clarify the dimensions that were important to each participant as suggested by Wogalter et al. [64]. Sorting and ranking were chosen because they seemed to be the simplest task for children, compared to other techniques such as Likert rating and free modulus magnitude estimation [27].

3.2 Ethics and Recruitment

Our research methodology was reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (CUREB-B). This research was divided into two studies; the first involved 22 child participants and the second had 22 adult participants. The participants were recruited through social media, recruitment posters, and snowballing methods (Appendix C). The study was advertised on the Carleton Research Participants Facebook group and other social media accounts such as LinkedIn and Twitter. Recruitment posters were placed on billboards at Carleton University in accordance with Carleton’s posting policy and around public areas within Ottawa community with permission, such as local public libraries. Participants who emailed the researchers were invited to take part in the study.

Eligible participants included children between the ages of 10 to 12 years old and adults over 18 years old, who were comfortable speaking and reading in English.
The research activities and interviews took place in the Carleton’s Human Oriented Research in Usable Security (CHORUS) laboratory on campus or in a mutually agreed upon public space that was familiar and comfortable for the participants. Public venues included the private meeting rooms in the public libraries where an adequate amount of privacy and confidentiality were provided. We obtained written consent from the parent/legal guardians and adult participants, and verbal informed assent from the child participants. In appreciation for their time, the participants received 20 dollars cash and the cost of parking if the session took place on the Carleton campus.

3.3 Materials

For the card sorting and ranking activities, we used a total of 60 laminated standard size business cards that each had a different signal word, colour or symbol (Figure 3.1). The list and template of all the cards are included in Appendix B. The cards were created on Adobe Illustrator and the CMYK colour model was used for printing. To determine the specific signal characteristics that would be used, we began with a literature review and web searches of existing cybersecurity warning messages. We collected 80 examples of warning messages from peer-reviewed articles, books, conference proceedings and search results from Google. The search results on warning messages included, but were not limited to, those on Mac, Windows, different web browsers such as Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer and Firefox, social networking services such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram, and sample fake warning messages. From the examples collected, we then extracted the most commonly repeated signal words, colours and symbols, including some of which may be used outside of the cybersecurity context. For example, we extracted fire and skull and crossbones symbols even though they were generally found on consumer and WHMIS products rather than cyberwarnings.

3.3.1 Word Selection

From our findings and the literature [25–27,36], we gathered 36 common signal words. We ran a pilot test using a survey hosted on Qualtrics that asked 6 cybersecurity and
design researchers to openly categorize the words with similar meanings into 20 self-selected, user-defined groups and to rank them in the order of most relevant security word to the least relevant in each group. We tabulated the results and selected the highest ranked word in each of the 20 categories. These 20 words were printed on individual cards for use in our main study (Figure 3.2).

3.3.2 Colour Selection

We discovered that there were limited set of colours that are typically used in warning messages. To be consistent in number with signal words and symbols, 20 colours were chosen from a palette of colours that were considered individually distinctive. These included the colours commonly found on warning messages [25, 36]. Each colour was printed on a card as a large coloured circle with its name below it so that the participants could easily name them (Figure 3.3).
3.3.3 Symbol Selection

The 20 signal symbols chosen were simple, printed in black and white, and found in general warning messages within and out of context of cybersecurity warnings [3,20,21,25,36,46]. These symbols were also printed on individual cards (Figure 3.4).

We also printed large labels identifying the categories in which participants would sort the cards. The three categories identified the severity of hazard conveyed by the item on the card: “Most Safe”, “Middle” and “Most Dangerous”. 

Figure 3.2: An example of the sorted signal word cards during a user study session.
Figure 3.3: An example of the sorted signal colour cards during a user study session.
Figure 3.4: An example of the sorted signal symbol cards during a user study session.
3.4 Protocol

After participants had provided their informed consent and assent, the study sessions included three segments: 1) Pre-test interview 2) Card sorting and ranking activities 3) Post-test interview.

Each study session took approximately 1 hour in total and was conducted as follows.

3.4.1 Consent

In Study 1, child participants were greeted and their parent/legal guardian was asked to read and sign the consent form for the child’s participation. Assent (verbal informed consent) was obtained from the child if they agreed to participate. In Study 2, adult participants were greeted and asked to read and sign the consent form for their participation.

They were reminded that the session would be audio-recorded. They were also reminded that photographs would be taken of the final card placement once sorted and ranked. Participants were not photographed. The study began when consent was given. The researcher explained the purpose of the study and provided an overview of the card sorting and ranking activities. The consent forms and assent script are included in Appendix D.

3.5 Study Steps

1. Pre-test interview: The participant completed a short pre-test interview which collected their demographic and online and electronic device usage data. These questions were completed verbally. The researcher audio-recorded the participant’s responses and took notes. These recordings were later transcribed. Some of the demographic information gathered about our participants was inspired by other studies on warning messages [3, 16, 42]. For demographic information for child participants, we asked for age, school grade and sex. For adult participants, we asked for age, highest level of education completed or currently
enrolled, current employment status, and the current program of study or occupation. For online and electronic device usage information, we asked both user groups for the day(s) per week and hour(s) per day being online, prevalence of being online during the week and weekend, and the types of electronic devices used to go online.

2. **Card Sorting and Ranking Activities**: The participant completed the card sorting and ranking activities. The cards were divided into three decks of signal words, colours and symbols. The cards were shuffled and the decks were presented to the participants one set at a time using a Latin Square design to mitigate order bias. Table 3.1 depicts the number of participants that completed the activity in each randomized order of decks. After each deck was sorted on the table into the three categories, participants ranked the cards within each category according to their perceived level of danger. Participants were encouraged to think-aloud and explain the rationale for their placement of the cards. They could re-sort and re-categorize the cards if they changed their minds. This information allowed us to gain insight into their for each warning characteristic. If their explanations were unclear or ambiguous, we probed participants with open-ended questions regarding individual signal words, colours and symbols such as, “Could you explain your reasoning behind why you placed that card in this category?” The researcher took photos of the final results of the participant’s sorting and ranking activities.

3. **Post-test Interview**: The participant verbally completed a post-test semi-structured interview regarding the perceived difficulty of categorizing the signal words, colours and symbols, and their previous experience with cybersecurity warning messages. We asked the participant to tell a story about coming across a warning message, and asked them to explain what they would expect to see on a dangerous warning. The participant was encouraged to expand on their answers to give more context.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deck Order</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCS</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSW</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWS</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCW</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Number of participants that completed the card sorting and ranking activities in each order of 3 decks of cards based on a Latin square design. W = Word, C = Colour, S = Symbol.

3.6 Data Collection

All questionnaires and the interview script used during the sessions are listed in Appendix E. We asked the questions verbally and recorded responses and took notes on Microsoft OneNote. Each session was audio-recorded and transcribed by the primary researcher and an undergraduate research assistant. We took photos of the final card arrangements and transcribed those to Excel spreadsheets.

3.7 Data Analysis

We draw from more than 44 hours of transcribed audio-recordings with 22 child participants and 22 adult participants. We gathered the questionnaire responses, transcripts and the results of the card sorting and ranking activities from the notes, comments and photos taken by the primary researcher.

3.7.1 Quantitative Approaches

The final placement of the cards for both studies were recorded by the researcher based on the photos taken at the end of each activity (3.2). They were analyzed on 6 separate sheets on Microsoft Excel, organized individually by signal colours, symbols and words, and the participant groups (Appendix G). We calculated the median rank of each signal item (e.g., red) and ordered them based on the smallest median to the largest for each design parameter (e.g., colour). We chose the median values to rank
the items because on a set of ordinal data, median is more representative than the mean. A high standard variation and presence of outliers may be observed with the mean values. The results from child and adult participants were compared.

3.7.2 Qualitative Approaches

We applied content analysis methodology [15, 34, 65] to analyze the qualitative data. In the preparation stage, the primary researcher made sense of the whole dataset by reading the transcripts several times. By using an inductive approach, the primary researcher openly coded interview responses, created a coding sheet, grouped the data and reduced the number of categories by combining similar headings into broader categories, and further refined the categories and sub-categories through a process called abstraction.

Through this methodology, we identified conceptual thematic mind maps for signal words, colours and symbols (Appendix F). Thematic mind map is a tool to visualize and organize themes and sub-themes in qualitative analysis [59]. Using these mind maps, we identified 7 major coding themes describing users’ perceptions (Appendix F):

1. **Level of danger**: An assessment of how safe or dangerous a signal item\(^1\) is perceived by the participant (e.g., *safe* or *dangerous*).

2. **Association with same parameters**: When the participant specifically mentions associations (similarities or differences) with other items in the same deck of cards (e.g., *red* and *maroon*).

3. **Association with other parameters**: When the participant specifically mentions associations (similarities or differences) with items in a different deck (e.g., *black* and *skull and crossbones*).

4. **Contextual associations**: When the participant specifically mentions associations relating to other contexts (e.g., technology, food).

\(^1\)For the purpose of this research, any singular signal colour, word or symbol will be referred to as a signal item.
5. **Subjective perception**: The subjective attitudes and perceptions in relation to a signal item (e.g., attention grabbing).

6. **Ambiguous**: When the participant reports a signal item to be unclear or neutral, or when they “do not know” where to place the card.

7. **From previous experience**: When the participant mentions a previous experience with the signal item.

Using NVivo qualitative data analysis software [30], the primary researcher exhaustively coded all card categorization and ranking response transcripts and conducted analysis to further refine the themes. An undergraduate research assistant independently performed additional analysis on NVivo for 20 percent of the transcripts (transcripts for 5 children and 5 adults) based on the codesheet generated by the primary researcher. After coding was complete, the two researchers met and discussed their results. If there were discrepancies in the analysis, the researchers reviewed the coding and reached a common understanding or retained the differences in the analysis by using codes applied by both researchers. For example, if one researcher applied code 1 and the other applied code 2 to an excerpt, both codes were counted in the groups of categories and sub-categories during the analysis process. If new themes emerged or common themes were discovered by the secondary researcher, both researchers reviewed and decided to either include or disregard the new theme in the analysis. These new themes were added to the codesheet and applied to all transcripts.

A Cohen’s Kappa (k) test showed strong agreement between the two researchers’ analysis of the qualitative themes from card categorization and ranking with children (k = 0.88, 95% CI: 0.56 to 1.00, p < 0.005), and with adults (k = 0.92, 95% CI: 0.63 to 1.00, p < 0.005).

For post-test interview transcripts, only the primary researcher performed inductive content analysis. As the analysis for the post-test was completed by one researcher, there may be some bias towards single perspective. We recommend that future analysis be completed by multiple coders to assess intercoder reliability.
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User Study with Children

We aim to understand how children perceive the severity of hazards communicated by various parameters of cybersecurity warning messages such as signal colours, symbols and words through empirical data collected from a user study. The findings from this study will inform us of how children determine how children interpret these cues, and their expectations for effective warnings. The results could then be used in design to align the perceived severity of a hazard in warning with the level of hazard faced by the user [26].

4.1 Participants

We recruited 22 child participants for the first study. This number is appropriate based on Fugard and Potts’ [23] sample size recommendation for thematic and content analysis used to identify qualitatively different patterns across a multiple-participant dataset. We set the lowest prevalence for a theme at 30% (0.3) with the likelihood of 50% that people who could say something relevant to a theme would actually say it. This gives an adjusted prevalence of 15% (0.3 x 0.5 = 0.15). Using Fugard and Potts’ [23] tool, the recommended sample size was 19 for 15% adjusted prevalence, 2 instances were required for the theme to be recognized, and 80% power was needed to find the least common theme. We used these numbers as a guide and included 3 more participants to have a sample size large enough that would likely to reveal at least once any belief held by 10% or more of the population [44].

Table 4.1 details the participants’ demographics. The 22 child participants were between the ages of ten to twelve, with the age average of 11 years (SD=0.65) and the school grade average of 6 (SD=0.64). There were 15 males and 7 females. They
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>School grade</th>
<th>Days/week</th>
<th>Hours/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C01</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C02</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C03</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C04</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C05</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C06</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C07</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C08</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C09</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C19</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Child participant demographics.

were online an average of 5 (SD=2.05) days per week, for an average of 2 hours and 28 minutes per day (missing 5 data points). Children used a variety of devices to go online and the most popular devices used were iPad (n=21) and laptop computer (n=21), followed by desktop (n=15), iPhone (n=14), Android phone (n=14), other tablets (n=12), gaming consoles (n=7) and Blackberry (n=1). All children (n=22) had experience in using more than one device to go online.

The children engaged in various types of online activities summarized in Figure 4.1. They went online primarily for entertainment purposes, through games (e.g., Roblox, Minecraft) and media (e.g., YouTube, Netflix). Half of participants used a search engine such as Google and social networking services (SNS) such as Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter and Facebook.
4.2 Results

The results from this study will summarize children’s card categorization and ranking, qualitative findings, and post-test semi-structured interview.

4.2.1 Card Categorization

Participants were asked to categorize each set of cards into three categories of perceived severity of hazard (most safe, middle, and most dangerous). We first present the results of colour categorization.

Categorization of Signal Colours

Figure 4.2 represents the categorization of colours into three severity categories. The Y axis represents the colours ordered by largest value in most dangerous category, followed by middle and the least dangerous. The X axis represents the number of participants that placed each colour in each category.
Figure 4.2: Number of children placing colours in each severity category.

Following cultural norms [25, 28, 36], green was considered the most safe colour \((n=18, 82\%)\) while red was considered the most dangerous \((n=22, 100\%)\). Generally, lighter and cooler shades were considered safer while darker shades were more dangerous.

Based on participant feedback, children commonly felt that it was more difficult to categorize the colours than the other two warning parameters \((n=16, 73\%)\). Some of the reasoning behind the difficulty in categorizing the colours include: uncommon colours for warning messages, lack of experience seeing some of the colours online and lack of context or explanation when using only colours.
Figure 4.3: Number of children placing symbols in each severity category.

Categorization of Signal Symbols

Figure 4.3 summarizes the categorization responses for symbols. Uniformly, all participants believed that *happy face* was considered most safe \((n=22, 100\%)\) and *skull and crossbones* was most dangerous \((n=22, 100\%)\). Looking at the figure, we see that participants were generally unlikely to categorize symbols as safe. Interestingly, symbols that are common in security warning messages (i.e., *closed lock*, *police officer/security guard*, *key* and *open lock*) have high categorization variability with participants having different opinions on how to interpret the symbols. Symbols frequently observed on hazardous material labels (i.e., *skull and crossbones* and *fire*) were likely to be considered dangerous.

Although the least difficult to categorize out of the three warning parameters,
more than half of the children believed that it was nevertheless difficult to classify symbols ($n=13$, 59%) due to reasons such as: difficulty understanding the symbols, uncommon symbols for warning messages, lack of experience seeing some of the symbols online, different implications of a symbol and multiple symbols that are similar to one another.

**Categorization of Signal Words**

Figure 4.4 illustrates the categorization of words. The word *protect* was considered most safe ($n=19$, 86%) while the words *fatal*, *hack* and *virus* were unanimously considered most dangerous ($n=22$, 100%).

According to the participants, words were less difficult to categorize than colours
but more than symbols ($n=14, 64\%$). Many children felt that there was more ambiguity in classifying the words because of the lack of context or explanation when using only words, multiple meanings that a word may carry, uncommon words for warning messages, lack of experience seeing some of the words online and multiple words that are similar to one another.

### 4.2.2 Card Ranking

Following the categorization, participants were asked to rank the cards placed in each category to give participants a smaller set to work with at a time, starting from the most safe item to the most dangerous item. We numbered the overall ranks from 1 to 20, by ordering the items from each category (most safe, middle, most dangerous) sequentially for each participant. All responses are summarized using box and whisker plots, which illustrates the distribution of data and its variability based on the five-number summary: minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. The individual plotted points represent outliers. We first present the results of colour hazard ranking.
Hazard Ranking of Signal Colours

Figure 4.5 represents the colour hazard ranking. Similar to the colour categorization (Figure 4.2), we see that green was considered the most safe colour while red was considered the most dangerous. Children had a really high level of agreement on the hazard ranking of the colour red: many considered it the most dangerous colour ($rk=20$, $m=20$). Some colours (e.g., cyan, mint, pink, brown, maroon and black) had moderate amount of variability, while others (e.g., green, lime, white, blue, coral, olive, yellow, navy and orange) had a higher variability in their hazard ranking.

Hazard Ranking of Signal Symbols

Figure 4.6 illustrates the symbol hazard ranking. More than half of children agreed on the hazard ranking of the extremes such as the happy face ($rk=1$, $m=1$) and skull and crossbones ($rk=20$, $m=20$). Symbols such as the police officer/security guard and open lock had the most variability.
Figure 4.7: Children’s ranking of words sorted by median rank, where rank 1=most safe and 20=most dangerous.

**Hazard Ranking of Signal Words**

Figure 4.7 summarizes the word hazard ranking. Generally, some participants agreed that the word *protect* was the safest ($rk=1$, $m=2$) and the words *virus* ($rk=18$, $m=18$), *hack* ($rk=19$, $m=18$) and *fatal* ($rk=20$, $m=20$) were dangerous. Words such as *blocked* and *alert* had the most variability.

### 4.2.3 Qualitative Themes from Card Categorization and Ranking

The participants used the think-aloud protocol as they sorted and ranked the cards. Participants’ comments were recorded and transcribed. Figure 4.8 represents children’s most frequently used terms when describing colours, symbols and words. The participants most often used terms such as “dangerous”, “safe”, and “warnings”.

We extracted 572 excerpts for colours, 458 for symbols and 454 for words. These excerpts were coded under 7 major themes that we identified during the content analysis (Section 3.7.2) to describe participants’ perception of the severity of hazard for each item and to explain their rationale for the placement of the cards. There may be multiple excerpts per participant and these may fall across different themes.
Themes are not mutually exclusive and therefore, one excerpt may be coded under multiple themes.

**Signal Colour Themes**

We summarize the top 3 most discussed colours and the top theme with most excerpts. Figure 4.9 summarizes the distribution of the excerpts for colours. The most discussed by participants were *black*, *red*, and *green* and *white*.

*Black* was associated with the *level of danger* (*ne=*n excerpts=9). It was mostly seen as a dangerous colour (*ne=*7) and sometimes as a safe colour (*ne=*2). Participants’ *previous experience* (*ne=*3) with *black* was a factor in determining its associated severity of hazard. *Black* was significantly coded under *subjective perception*.
Figure 4.9: Number of excerpts distributed across themes for colours. Orange = Most frequent theme per colour, □ = Most frequent colour per theme.

(\(ne=12\)). For example, children considered \textit{black} to be negative (\(ne=5\)) because it reminded them of “black holes [that] are scary and not safe” (C17), and because “[the] darker the colour, the worse it is” (C22). Children also believed that \textit{black} was common (\(ne=4\), as participant (C04) pointed out, “black would be dangerous but I see it so many times, it’s not very effective.” They also perceived it to be attention grabbing (\(ne=2\)) because \textit{black} is a “darker colour and it stands out” (C18).

Participants regarded \textit{red} to be most closely associated with other parameters (\(ne=6\), such as symbols like “fire” (\(ne=2\). Children discussed \textit{red} through contextual associations (\(ne=12\) such as road signs and lights (\(ne=7\) and technology (\(ne=3\).
The following quotes are some examples of contextual associations that were made by the participants:

“It’s on a stop sign, it’s red, something bad is going to happen.” C20

“Most websites trying to scam people have red backgrounds. Every time I go to a website that has a warning, it has [a] red background. Those are the scamming ones.” C11

Children discussed green using various contextual associations (ne=16) related to road signs and lights (ne=6), technology (ne=5), nature (ne=2) and social conventions (ne=2):

“I thought of mainly street lights, green is go so it’s safe to go, kind of what I did with all green’s, like lime, olive, mint.” C07

“Because [green] is just like [saying] everything is okay, check your computer, and if it’s all upgraded, and it says all good, it will be green. Something [that is] minor wrong, it will be yellow, and if it’s bad, then red.” C12

Interestingly, children generally believed that white was ambiguous (ne=5) due to the colour being “neutral”, “empty” and “blank”:

“[White is an] empty colour, nothing dangerous. It’s not really a colour, it’s not dangerous.” C10

“[White is] not really a colour, it’s just blank, people might think there’s something wrong. It’s not as safe as vivid colours.” C12

The majority of colours were coded under the theme, association with colours and hues (ne=189), because children most often described colours in relation to other colours. They believed that many of the colours showed similarities with other colours (ne=117). For instance, the colour mint (ne=9) reminded participants of “green”, “cyan”, “blue”, “lavender”, “lime” and “coral”. They were associated with dark colours (ne=44), such as navy (ne=7). They had differences with other colours (ne=22), such as white, which was described as apart from all other colours (ne=4).
Signal Symbol Themes

The distribution of the excerpts for symbols is summarized in Figure 4.10. The most discussed symbols were skull and crossbones, police officer or security guard, and angry face and bug.

Children believed that skull and crossbones ($ne=19$) was dangerous and most associated with warning labels ($ne=11$) and technology ($ne=7$):

“I see [skull and crossbones] on bottles, it’s something toxic, I would ask my parents to use it for me, to help me with it.” C10
“[Skull and crossbones] looks like poison, if you go on, poison will dissolve on your computer, it won’t work anymore.” C16

The symbol police officer or security guard was discussed using contextual associations (ne=14) related to technology (ne=10). It was also commonly seen as conveying the level of danger (ne=7). Some thought it was both safe and dangerous (ne=4), while others saw it as simply dangerous (ne=3):

“[Police officer or security guard] can be safe and dangerous. It protects that website from hackers but if you say rude or inappropriate comments [about the] website, the security guard or police officer can find you with your email.” C12

“I’d feel unsafe like my data might have leaked or something, something dangerous is happening.” C14

Angry face was notably associated with subjective perception (ne=12), where the participants considered it to be predominantly negative (ne=11):

“If you see someone yelling, in general, you don’t feel safe. When people are upset, they can do bad things, it’s warning you that there might be some bad things.” C12

Children described bug in terms of contextual associations (ne=11) such as technology (ne=10). Interestingly, bug was associated with other parameters like the word “virus” (ne=4).

“[Bug] is like a virus, or [it is saying] something’s wrong. Difference between virus and a bug [is that] virus is [when] something or someone else do something to your computer, and bug is something not working like it should.” C06

All symbols were described using contextual associations (ne=166) related to technology (ne=133), warning labels (ne=16), media (ne=8), social conventions (ne=8) and road signs and lights (ne=4).
Figure 4.11: Number of excerpts per theme for words. Orange = Most frequent theme per word, □ = Most frequent word per theme.

Signal Word Themes

Figure 4.11 summarizes the distribution of the excerpts for words. The most discussed words were *online*, *blocked* and *fatal*.

*Online* was seen as *ambiguous* and “unclear” (*ne=2*), mostly influenced by participants’ *previous experience* (*ne=2*) compared to other words. Children discussed *online* using *contextual associations* related to technology (*ne=14*):

“If I am not with my friends and family, I can contact them online, sometimes it’s a private chat so that you can talk to just them.” C09
“[Being online] could be safe, but it’s where a lot of cyberbullying happen.” C13

In particular, participants believed that the word *blocked* \(ne=16\) was closely related to *contextual associations* such as technology \(ne=14\) and media \(ne=2\):

“[It is] not dangerous if something is blocked. If you search something, it won’t even come up. On Google, it may just say access blocked, so it’s trying to keep you safe.” C12

“[The] site is blocked, which means it’s probably dangerous. No one wants you to go into it.” C13

“[It’s like] blocking people on social media.” C05

*Fatal* was associated with *subjective perception* \(ne=8\), in which the participants considered the word to be very negative \(ne=8\):

“[Fatal means] something really bad will happen. [something] very dangerous [is] on your device, it can completely crash your entire computer.” C15

Like colours and symbols, all the signal words had excerpts describing *contextual associations* \(ne=199\) such as technology \(ne=182\), media \(ne=10\) and social conventions \(ne=7\).

### 4.3 Post-test Semi-structured Interview

During the post-test semi-structured interview, we asked participants open-ended questions regarding their online activities, attitude towards, and previous experience with, cybersecurity warning messages, and what they would expect to see on such warnings.

We coded the post-test excerpts by themes for each interview question. There may be multiple excerpts per participant and these may be allocated to multiple themes if applicable.
4.3.1 Definition of “Cybersecurity Warning Message”

For the purposes of this research, we use the definition of warnings outlined in Section 2.2, which are based on different types of communications relevant to security tasks from Cranor’s HITL framework [13]. Our research focuses specifically on security warning dialogs and notices.

When the participants were asked to define warning messages, almost all children were able to give reasonable definitions. Nineteen participants defined cybersecurity warning messages as warning dialogs actively suggesting ways to help users avoid or mitigate a hazard:

“When you are on a website and playing online game that someone created, a little thing in the middle pops up with symbols, it could say, ‘Hey watch out, this website has something dangerous on it or a bug, if you don’t want it or not want anything to happen, you should get out’.” C17

“Sort of [messages] that come up to warn you to don’t give out your information, or download this to protect your computer.” C22

One participant saw warnings as status indicators, passive messages that inform users about a system status without necessarily asking users to take action:

“Warning that will show up on your screen on any device that you are on, says that something is wrong, or if you updated or uploaded something, it will say everything is okay. Sometimes, it will be in different colours for different messages.” C09

One participant noted that warning messages could be phishing scams, which trick users in providing sensitive information:

“If you see these messages, don’t click them, just close all the tabs or whatever you are on and try going on Internet again or just do not do what it says. They mostly try to put virus in your computers, some of them try to hack your accounts or hack your Google account, or trying to scam people or get their information.” C11
4.3.2 Attitude Towards Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Children had various opinions on the positivity or negativity of warning messages. Twelve participants interpreted warnings as something both positive and negative. Generally, the warnings were perceived positive when they alert users of a threat, explain the risks and consequences, or confirm the safety of the activity. On the other hand, warnings were considered negative when they are fake, phishing messages, give viruses or interrupt users’ activity. The following are some of the participants’ comments:

“Positive - you are not allowed to watch, [it’s] letting you know that it’s being hacked [or is a] virus protection. Negative - [it’s] warning you [of] something not true, you should get virus protection.” C04

“Both, it depends. You can get mad and you can get relieved and be happy that you know. I prefer having a warning message show up, but depends if I have one in the middle of the game for example, but I would prefer one.” C08

“Both. It can tell you things are safe, and everything is okay. It can also tell you if you are not doing the right thing, or if you are doing bad stuff on purpose, there might be those cyber messages that come up and say you are doing inappropriate stuff, or there might be a police officer photo thing and they are saying if you keep doing it, the police might have to get involved.” C12

Five participants found warning messages to be only positive:

“Positive - so that kids will know that it’s bad to do this or good to this, [it] is never a negative thing.” C10

“It’s a good thing because it’s a warning, it helps you more than when computer don’t tell you when someone hacks you.” C21

Contrarily, four participants believed warnings to be only negative:
“Negative. [They] get people to confirm email or take money PayPal, virus or a way of someone to hack, getting little kids to give information to the people.” C01

“Negative - I don’t like seeing them because they are trying to get my attention to go to their website or download things that will make [a] virus. It doesn’t make me feel good.” C11

Those viewing warnings as negative misunderstood the term and instead associated warnings with malicious intentions.

4.3.3 Type of Cybersecurity Warning Messages

During the interview, participants were asked to share a story about their previous experiences with cybersecurity warning messages. Through their storytelling, we were able to gather information on what they were doing prior to receiving warning messages, what type of warnings they encountered, their reactions to the messages and if they told anyone about them.

Prior to receiving warnings, children were generally watching YouTube videos, playing games, browsing the web, downloading files or using social media. Nine participants encountered pop-ups during an activity:

“I was on my mom’s iPad, looking online, a message popped up and it only had a ‘Yes’ and no ‘No’ option.” C13

Five participants encountered system status indicators that they interpreted as a security warning, five encountered virus warning messages and five came across censored content messages:

“The [warning message said,] iPad needs to be backed up.” C04

“At school on my PC, I was doing classwork on Google docs, all of a sudden something pops up [like a] firewall but bigger, saying there was a virus.” C08
“[On] Instagram, my friend wanted to show me something, a weird cool video thing and it seemed really interesting, and there were a lot of pictures that were blurred out, and a message that said, ‘This picture or video has some disturbing content, double tap to see photo’.” C12

Four participants experienced phishing messages:

“I used Firefox, and it gave me alert message, turns out it was a scam. [It said,] ‘Warning, you are in danger, you must pay this much’. I just asked my dad and he said it was a scam, we just closed the browser.” C19

Three children found the messages to be educational:

“When I was younger, I played a game called MovieStarPlanet. In the beginning when making [an] account, you have characters and [you] make a video - [there was a] warning message in a video [where] the guy asked him what his password was and he hacked him. [It said] don’t give people your password, be safe online.” C02

Two participants believed that the warnings provided actionable advice such as providing instructions or a number to call:

“[My] first time with a warning message [was when the] computer [was] heating up. [I saw] ! With yellow [symbol], a week after getting [the] computer...It was telling me to shut off [the] computer. It’s good that it told me but it wasn’t a good thing that my computer was heating up.” C06

Two children came across ads:

“I was browsing the Web and then I found a thing I wanted to download, it brought me to a website, AdFly, and under it, it showed an ad which was a warning message (it was counting down at the top and when it reached zero it said to skip ad) so I thought it was fake.” C14
4.3.4 Reactions to Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Children were also asked about what they did after encountering warning messages. Three quarters of children \( n=16 \) reported that they received help from others and another three quarters \( n=16 \) reported that they actually read the messages:

“Read it, and if it is a virus, I would call my uncle, he would just walk over to check it out.” C08

“I would read it, think of what I should do, if it’s something that is hard I would ask [if] anyone could help me.” C09

Approximately half of the participants \( n=12 \) mentioned that they continued with the activity by going around the warning message. They did so by ignoring the message, dismissing, closing or exiting the pop-up window, tab or the website:

“I just close out all the tabs. I ignore the warning and just close it sometimes when it doesn’t seem too dangerous.” C11

Three participants stopped the activity, three turned off and restarted the device and three continued with the activity after clicking on the warning message:

“If it’s really bad then I go tell someone. If it is a mild one and says you can see the picture, I don’t look at the disturbing picture or go to the website.” C04

“If there is an X, I would just remove it, and if it doesn’t close, I would close the tab or restart the computer.” C22

“If it has a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ option, I usually press ‘no’. If it asks, ‘Would you like to update?’ I say ‘no’. I click whichever option is not ‘yes’, so ‘no’, ‘ignore’, ‘dismiss’ or the ‘X’ on the window.” C13

Two participants deleted browsing history and one participant ran a malware scanner:
“They said to delete the search history to delete [virus] and I’m not sure if it’s been deleted, but it seems like it has been.”  C13

“If it looks real, I read it some more, and if it looks really dangerous, I use malware bites and scan the computer.”  C14

4.3.5 Reporting Habits for Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Almost all participants talked to someone when they encountered cybersecurity warning messages. Most children (n=19) reported to an adult, primarily a parent. Other adults included older siblings and teachers. Three children told their friends and two received professional help from the Apple store. Only two children said they did not report to anyone because they already knew what the messages meant and how to deal with them.

Some children clarified that they perform preliminary triaging and that they would show the warning messages to adults when they are dangerous, difficult to understand or out of their control. An adult was viewed as someone capable of handling these types of suspicious situations that are beyond the children’s comfort level:

“Yes, if it is too dangerous, I will tell my friends or my mom and dad.”  C11

“If a message is really bad, I’d show an adult. I wouldn’t show my friends because they’re my age; they might react differently than an adult, and an adult might actually know what to do.”  C12

“I would show it to my dad if I thought it was dangerous.”  C14

“Yes if I didn’t understand it, I would definitely call an adult to help me.”  C21

“I would show it to adults if it is dangerous.”  C22
4.3.6 Children’s Expectations for Cybersecurity Warning Messages

At the end of the interview, we asked the participants what they expected to see on cybersecurity warning messages to indicate something dangerous. All participants gave comments on the type of warning design parameters they would expect. This was unsurprising given that they had been primed by the categorization and ranking activities, but it nonetheless provides insight into these particular parameters.

Colours

Figure 4.12 summarizes children’s expectations for colours. Most participants ($n=19$) expected to see the colour red, highly surpassing the other colours.

Some interesting suggestions included less frequently mentioned colours such as grey and blue. Participant C22 mentioned “spots of grey and background is black”, referring to the black-and-white static that you may see on TV. Participant C12 wanted blue, “like a blue screen of death”. Other noteworthy comments pertaining
Symbols

There was less agreement for symbols, as shown in Figure 4.13. Nine participants expected to see *skull and crossbones* on dangerous warning messages, followed by the symbol *X* \((n=5)\) or a *bug* \((n=4)\).

Some participants mentioned symbols outside of the 20 signal symbols used for categorization and ranking, such as a “caution tape” \((C04)\), a “guy wearing hood in front of the computer” \((C17)\), a “computer symbol with X” \((C22)\) and an “evil maniac” \((C20)\). Each of these are recognizable as representing “danger” in other circumstances.
Figure 4.14: Children’s expectations for cybersecurity warning messages for words.

**Words**

Figure 4.14 illustrates children’s expectations for words. There were fewer suggestions relating to expected words. Five participants expected to see *fatal* on warning messages.

Most children expected to see several signal words per warning message. Participant (C17) offers this example using the words *hack* and *bug*: “You are getting hacked at the moment, there is a bug in the process of downloading.”

**Other Characteristics**

Most children enthusiastically provided additional suggestions for effective warning messages. From their explanations, we identified seven trends summarized in Figure 4.15.

Children mostly emphasized the importance of visual cues to signify that the warning is important and worthy of attention. They suggest *bright and flashing*
Figure 4.15: Children’s expectations for cybersecurity warning messages for other characteristics.

\( (n=7) \) and \textit{clear and noticeable} \( (n=7) \) messages:

“For a kid, big with big image (sad face or X mark), say tell your parents, white and red, also bright colours because your eyes look at those first.” \textbf{C08}

“I would put flashing colour like TV.” \textbf{C13}

“[A] big warning message is more important, [a] tiny icon doesn’t seem important.” \textbf{C04}

“Font really readable, big and bold.” \textbf{C18}

Some participants suggested including more information concerning risk communication and management at a child-appropriate level. For example, they wanted messages that provide an \textit{explanation of the risk} \( (n=5) \) and \textit{actionable advice} \( (n=4) \) in a way that makes sense to children without causing undue fear:
“Explain it in a kid version. Something I could understand, and don’t make it too scary.” C21

“Put you in the new tab and say what was happening. [Have a] pop-up that explains what happened.” C17

“...a little message on what you should do.” C20

The remaining suggestions pertained to interrupting the user to ensure that the warnings receive the user’s attention. They proposed audio cues \((n=3)\), pop-ups \((n=2)\) and activity interruptions pending user action \((n=2)\):

“Make the alarm go off, not too loud, making some kind of noise to tell you to get off the website.” C16

“It would pop up big on my screen, open up a new window. I would notice it this way.” C14

“...make sure you can’t exit off the tab until it is solved.” C08

4.4 Summary

Consistent with literature on warnings with adults [3, 16, 25–28, 36, 39, 64], we found that children had similar notions about what design parameters would constitute dangerous or safe warning messages. Children believed that red, skull and crossbones and fatal were considered most dangerous, while green, happy face and protect were the most safe. Our findings suggest that children determined the severity of hazards for colours, symbols and words based on contextual associations, perceived level of danger and subjective perception. Children’s expectations for warnings that communicate danger were consistent with the items they ranked most dangerous. They also suggested other design characteristics like visual cues that are bright, flashing, clear and noticeable.
Chapter 5

User Study with Adults

We repeated the study with adult participants, testing the same signal colours, symbols and words as in the children’s study. The findings will help us understand children’s responses in comparison to the current baseline and will help us determine design guidelines for effective warning messages for children.

5.1 Participants

We recruited 22 adult participants for the second study. This number is consistent with our children’s study and Fugard and Potts’ [23] suggested sample size for thematic and content analysis.

Table 5.1 summarizes the participants’ demographics. The 22 adult participants were between the ages of 18 to 51, with an average of 27 years ($SD=8.06$). There were 10 males and 12 females. Nine participants were currently enrolled in or had a Bachelor’s degree, eight had a Master’s degree, four had a Doctorate degree, and one had some college credit with no diploma. All participants were online daily for an average of 8 hours and 15 minutes ($SD=5.15$). Adults used various devices to go online and the most popular devices used were desktop ($n=22$) and laptop computer ($n=22$), followed by iPhone ($n=17$), Android phone ($n=17$) and iPad ($n=17$), gaming consoles ($n=15$), other tablets ($n=12$), Blackberry ($n=9$) and Windows phone ($n=4$). All adults ($n=22$) had experience in using more than one device to go online.

The adults engaged in various online activities summarized in Figure 5.1. Adults regularly used SNS such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Telegram and Tinder. The majority of participants regularly went online to access
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Days/week</th>
<th>Hours/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A02</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Some college, no diploma</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A03</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A04</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A05</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A07</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A08</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A09</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A17</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A19</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A21</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Adult participant demographics.

Email and media (e.g., YouTube, Netflix, Reddit, Buzzfeed, daily news, sports). Some participants also used a search engine such as Google for web-browsing.

We observed two activities for adults that were not observed in children. Half of participants mentioned that they went online for professional and educational purposes (e.g., LinkedIn, Indeed, library databases, cuLearn (Carleton’s Learning Management System)), and a few went online for personal activities (e.g., online banking, travel, shopping).
5.2 Results

We discuss results from adults’ card categorization and ranking, qualitative findings, and post-test semi-structured interviews.

5.2.1 Card Categorization

Participants categorized cards for colours, symbols and words into the most safe, middle, and most dangerous categories.

**Categorization of Signal Colours**

Figure 5.2 illustrates the categorization of colours into three severity categories. Similar to the results for children (Section 4.2.1), *green* was considered the safest (*n*=18, 82%) while *red* was most dangerous (*n*=21, 95%). Most lighter and cooler shades were considered safer while darker shades and the colours indicating “stop” on traffic lights and signs (e.g., red, yellow) were seen as more dangerous.

During the interviews, adults mentioned difficulty categorizing the colours (*n*=17,
Figure 5.2: Number of adults placing colours in each severity category.

77%) due to a lack of context or explanation when using only colours, seeing uncommon colours for warning messages and how subjectivity affects the perceived hazard.

**Categorization of Signal Symbols**

Figure 5.3 depicts the categorization for symbols. The majority of participants believed that *happy face* was considered most safe (n=21, 95%) and *skull and crossbones* was most dangerous (n=20, 91%). Similar to children, we observed that adults were less likely to categorize symbols as safe. Some symbols had high categorization variability, specifically those that were common in security warning messages (i.e., *open lock*, *police officer/security guard* and *stop hand*). Contrarily, we observed that symbols relating to hazardous materials (i.e., *skull and crossbones* and *fire*) were
Adults believed that symbols were second most difficult to categorize \((n=15, 68\%)\), due to: finding them to be uncommon symbols for warning messages, difficulty understanding the symbols, seeing multiple symbols that are similar to one another, having different implications of a symbol, and how subjectivity affects the perceived hazard.

**Categorization of Signal Words**

Figure 5.4 summarizes the categorization of words. Half of the participants believed that *protect* was considered most safe \((n=14, 64\%)\) while *hack* was unanimously considered most dangerous \((n=22)\). Aside from *protect, online* and *message*, adults
were more likely to categorize these signal words in the middle or dangerous categories. Adults found words to be easiest to categorize out of the three parameters ($n=13$, 59%). However, some adults had difficulty placing words because of the lack of context or explanation relating to the words, multiple words that are similar to one another, different implications of a word, and uncommon words for warning messages.

### 5.2.2 Card Ranking

Participants ranked the cards they had placed in each category in the order of most safe item to the most dangerous item. We present the results of the colour hazard ranking.
Figure 5.5: Adults’ ranking of colours sorted by median rank, where rank 1=most safe and 20=most dangerous.

**Hazard Ranking of Signal Colours**

Figure 5.5 summarizes the colour hazard ranking. Participants found green to be safest while red was considered the most dangerous. Similar to children, adults had a high level of agreement for ranking the colour red as the most dangerous (rk=20, m=20). Others (e.g., pink, coral, magenta and black) had high variability in their hazard ranking.

**Hazard Ranking of Signal Symbols**

Figure 5.6 represents the symbol hazard ranking. Adults agreed on the ranking of happy face (rk=1, m=1) as the most safe and skull and crossbones (rk=20, m=20) as most dangerous symbol. Symbols such as the police officer/security guard and stop hand had the most variability.

**Hazard Ranking of Signal Words**

Figure 5.7 illustrates the word hazard ranking. Adults agreed that online was the safest (rk=1, m=2) The words damage (rk=17, m=17), hack (rk=18, m=18), virus
Figure 5.6: Adults’ ranking of symbols sorted by median rank, where rank 1=most safe and 20=most dangerous.

(rk=19, m=18) and fatal (rk=20, m=20) were most dangerous. Word such as security had the most variability.

5.2.3 Qualitative Themes from Card Categorization and Ranking

Participants’ comments during the categorizing and ranking activities were recorded and transcribed. Figure 5.8 represents adults’ most frequently used terms when describing colours, symbols and words. The participants most often used terms such as “dangerous”, “colour”, “safeness”, and “warnings”.

We extracted a total of 1038 excerpts for colours, 762 for symbols and 708 for words. Themes are not mutually exclusive and therefore, one excerpt may be coded under multiple themes.

Signal Colour Themes

Figure 5.9 summarizes the distribution of the excerpts for colours. The most discussed colours were red, black, and yellow and orange.
Figure 5.7: Adults’ ranking of words sorted by median rank, where rank 1=most safe and 20=most dangerous.

*Red* was coded under *subjective perception* (*ne=*n excerpts=17), in which the participants regarded the colour to be negative (*ne=7*), attention grabbing (*ne=6*) and common (*ne=3*). Participants described *red* using *contextual associations* (*ne=33*) with road signs and lights (*ne=14*), social conventions (*ne=5*), nature (*ne=5*), technology (*ne=4*) and media (*ne=4*):

“Most vibrant red, which means it’s the least safe. The association is with experience, red usually needs your attention. So with traffic for example, with a stop sign, even blood in scary movies. Anything that’s either scary or dangerous or just needs your attention.”  **A01**

“Red is always in every kind of cultures, in traffic signs, it is a sign of danger, so that’s gotta be the first choice [for most dangerous colour].”  **A15**

*Black* was discussed using *contextual associations* (*ne=16*) with technology (*ne=9*), nature (*ne=4*) and social conventions (*ne=2*):
“[Black] reminds of the abyss, nothing. I am agnostic so once you die, it will be all black. We’re conditioned to think that, it could be all white for all we know, but when you see pictures of space, it’s black. You are much more aware at night. With computers when you get black screen, a blue screen is worse but black is just empty, there’s nothing.”  A03

“Let’s say you get a virus. You are trying to start up your computer, there is no response on the monitor. You see black. Black hole. Another death related kind of colour.”  A13

Participants considered the colour *yellow* to be *associated with other parameters* (ne=2), such as the word “warning”. *Yellow* was also directly associated with the level
Figure 5.9: Number of excerpts per theme for colours. Orange = Most frequent theme per colour, □ = Most frequent colour per theme.

of danger (ne=15). It was mostly seen as a dangerous (ne=7) or potentially dangerous colour (ne=7). Yellow was described using contextual associations (ne=18) to road signs and lights (ne=12), technology (ne=2) and nature (ne=2):

“If I am driving, with red you know you have to stop, but if I hit a yellow light, it’s like do I stop or not, do I accelerate or brake?” A03

“[Yellow means] danger. In traffic signs, if you don’t slow down, you are going to have an accident but it is not stop completely. You have a bit of opportunity to go through. As far as cybersecurity, the first thing I think of is on Mac, you can close the screen. It minimizes. [On the other]
extreme, you have green to blow it up and maximize [the] window, red to close and yellow [to] minimize. I couldn’t tell you what it does if I didn’t have a Mac though, so it has a dangerous connotation. [Like] slipping on a banana peel.” A13

Adults considered orange to be closely associated with other colours and hues (n=20), most referred to similarities with other colours (n=6):

“[Orange is] similar along the lines of red and maroon, but [with] just a slight less degree of immediacy. A little bit of ‘proceed with caution’ rather than ‘stop’ to me. [Orange is a] bright colour that catches your eye and makes you stop because there could be a threat.” A17

“[Orange is a] bright colour in contrast to blue.” A21

Most colours had some excerpts falling under the association with colours and hues theme (n=339) because participants often discussed similarities with other colours (n=176), associated dark colours together (n=50) and contrasted differences with other colours (n=30). For example, maroon (n=14) reminded participants of “red”, “magenta”, “black”, “brown” and “olive”. Navy was mostly associated with dark colours (n=14) while black was considered different from other colours (n=4).

Similar to children (Section 4.2.3), adults also believed that white was ambiguous (n=17) because the colour appeared to be “neutral”, “nothing” and “blank”.

**Signal Symbol Themes**

Figure 5.10 summarizes the distribution of the excerpts for symbols. The most discussed symbols were skull and crossbones, fire and bug.

Participants discussed skull and crossbones (n=23) with contextual associations related to warning labels (n=12) and technology (n=8):

“I associate with poison, chemical labels from the lab, [it means] something has gone wrong.” A11
Figure 5.10: Number of excerpts per theme for symbols. Orange = Most frequent theme per symbol, □ = Most frequent symbol per theme.

“[Skull and crossbones is] a pirate symbol. I associate with bio lab and chemistry classrooms, [saying] don’t use these chemicals. In terms of a computer, if that symbol pops up, I wouldn’t think it would be a normal icon on [a] computer. It would [say you are] hacked or it would frighten people. It would usually show up on a website that is already dangerous itself. Just not good. I wouldn’t want this symbol to show [up] to say, ‘Hey, something is wrong with your password’. My computer would be more frightening.” A12
Fire was discussed using contextual associations (ne=19) with technology (ne=13) and warning labels (ne=6):

“[Fire is a] chemical symbol, [something] flammable. I don’t know in terms of cybersecurity, but I associate fire with something bad.” A11

“[Fire is] something that is flammable, fire that can burn you. [It is a] WHMIS symbol for flammable. [Fire is] below skull and bugs because those two are more familiar to me on a computer. I have not seen fire before except for maybe on a firewall.” A17

Just as children found bug to be associated with other parameters, some adults mentioned the word “virus” (ne=6). Bug was notably associated with subjective perception (ne=14), as it was seen as a predominantly negative symbol (ne=9):

“I do not like creepy things, a worm or Trojan horse, another analogy to animals that I don’t quite understand. I don’t know how that can pop up and be positive.” A14

“I see [bug] as a virus with cybersecurity. Viruses are bad and dangerous.” A19

All symbols had excerpts falling under contextual associations theme (ne=233) related to technology (ne=129), road signs and lights (ne=42), warning labels (ne=29), social conventions (ne=26) and media (ne=7).

Signal Word Themes

Figure 5.11 summarizes the distribution of excerpts for words. The most discussed words were fatal, hack, and blocked and suspicious.

Adults associated fatal with subjective perception (ne=20) and primarily considered it a negative word (ne=17):

“Whether it be human or computers, for technology, [fatal] brings a very negative connotation.” A04
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word Themes</th>
<th>Ambiguous</th>
<th>Association with words</th>
<th>Association with other parameters</th>
<th>From previous experience</th>
<th>Level of danger</th>
<th>Contextual associations</th>
<th>Subjective perception</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocked</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Careful</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hack</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspicious</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.11:** Number of excerpts per theme for words. Orange = Most frequent theme per word, □ = Most frequent word per theme.

*Hack* was described using *contextual associations* (*ne=18*) to technology (*ne=16*):

“It is commonly known that if you have been hacked, either your info [is] accessed by someone else or they can control your computer in some cases.” \text{A20}

*Blocked* was discussed using *contextual associations* related to technology (*ne=14*), mostly influenced by participants’ *previous experience* (*ne=3*):

“My natural instinct when I see [the word block] on a site is that there’s something wrong with the site’s security, or the site’s procedures. This
doesn’t mean I’m not going to go onto it. You have blocked content all the time and you can bypass it. It is more cautionary for sure, though.” A04

_Suspicious_ was considered ambiguous and “unclear” \((ne=6)\) compared to other words. Some excerpts relating to _suspicious_ were coded under the _level of danger_ theme \((ne=11)\) and the word was predominantly considered “potentially dangerous” \((ne=6)\). It was also described using _contextual associations_ \((ne=11)\) with technology \((ne=10)\):

“[Suspicious is] likely to be something that could be dangerous. Something that is detected as could be, most likely isn’t. Should tread with caution and again, similar to unsafe, if you turn around or close that ad or change the course of action, you won’t be damaged. It’s a little bit of warning message.” A17

“[Suspicious] would be a cause of concern, but it doesn’t mean there is something necessarily wrong if you know what you are doing. Downloading something from a website or using a software or trying to open a file [on] your computer that you know is safe but the computer thinks is suspicious. Since you know it’s safe, you can go ahead and open it anyway. I’ve seen this happen with my professors’ PowerPoint presentations. They open it anyways because they know it’s not serious.” A12

Like colours and symbols, all the words had excerpts falling under the _contextual associations_ theme \((ne=224)\), such as technology \((ne=209)\), social conventions \((ne=12)\) and media \((ne=3)\) subthemes.

### 5.3 Post-test Semi-structured Interview

Post-test excerpts were coded and organized by interview question. There may be multiple excerpts per participant and these may fall across different themes.
5.3.1 Definition of “Cybersecurity Warning Message”

Similar to children (Section 4.3.1), all adult participants gave reasonable definitions of warning messages based on HITL security communication types [13]. Predominantly, 20 participants defined cybersecurity warning messages as warning dialogs:

“A message that comes from either server, browser, or possibly an anti-virus protection software on your device. It lets you know if anything malicious is on the device, like malware, spyware, viruses, worms.” A02

“An alert or message that will appear on your screen, potentially from an anti-virus software program, saying whether there are any issues, and if so, what they are, and trying to protect your computer and your information online and downloading and accessing the website.” A06

Two participants believed that these messages were notices providing users information to make security conscious judgments:

“A notification telling you that something they are going to do, or something that’s happening to the machine that you’re working on that’s unsafe, it needs your attention. It’s asking you to be cautious and read through the information so that you can get the information you need to make your decision.” A04

“It should be if the system is working correctly, something preemptive, that notifies you that an action you make in the future could cause damage to your software and/or hardware. It shouldn’t come after something bad happens, [it should come] before something bad happens. That’s more of when the anti-virus comes in.” A07

5.3.2 Attitude Towards Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Thirteen participants believed that warnings were both positive and negative. Warnings were considered positive when they alert users of a threat, allow users to recognize
threat, help users take action to remove or mitigate threat, explain the risks and consequences, confirm the safety of the activity or protect users’ devices and information. Conversely, warnings were seen as negative when they are fake, phishing messages, give viruses, interrupt users’ activity, scare and overwhelm users or when users become desensitized to the messages after repeated exposure. The following are some of the adults’ comments:

“Both, I want to see [warnings] if something is concerning on a website or app, I want notifications, but it is also negative. It makes me feel like something has been compromised and I should be cautious when proceeding.”  A04

“Both - there can be phishing ones. It depends on context. If I really want to do something and I know it’s a safe site but my security thing comes up and it won’t let me, or [if] I am familiar with the site, then it will be annoying. If it is dangerous/serious ones, then I will take it. It is better to have [warnings] then not.”  A09

“Both - the goal of these messages is more of a positive one, positive in what they are trying to get you to do. To stop and look into it and take action. What is annoying is when the messages come up and you are not sure what they are trying to tell you, very vague, like ‘error error’. If they are more specific in what they are trying to do, then you are more likely to action, like ‘Error, this website is unsafe’. But if it’s just ‘error’ and there is nothing attached to it, then it’s not very convincing.”  A11

“Both. If it is from a legitimate source, like person from the bank, or email accounts that is telling you don’t click on this certain phishing link, then that is a good thing. Protect your email accounts. Bad because we have been desensitized to it, because it’s just a bunch of pop-ups that are nonsense, most are fake. They say you have a virus but you really don’t, and you’ll only get one if you click on them and follow their directions.”  A17
Six participants found warning messages to be exclusively positive:

“It has to be positive. These messages will prevent any further problems that you will have. I don’t see anything negative of that.” A15

“Positive. Generally speaking, it is a protective mechanism, keeps you from ruining your device. You can restrict violent or negative imagery for children. It is not positive as in happy but beneficial.” A20

On the other hand, two participants believed warnings to be only negative:

“Negative. I think of it as someone advertising as something. You normally have a cyber-safety net on your computer, so if you can’t go further, then you shouldn’t go further. If I see a cybersecurity message, I take it as someone trying to sell me something or that they have virus in it and are trying to provoke you into clicking on it. Double negative.” A05

“Negative, if it is secure, then it wouldn’t show you messages. If nothing is wrong, it wouldn’t tell you anything.” A16

Like children, adults viewing warnings as negative misunderstood the purpose of warnings and associated them with malicious intentions.

5.3.3 Type of Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Adults were also asked to share a story about their previous experiences with cybersecurity warning messages.

Prior to receiving warnings, adults were generally browsing the web, downloading files, streaming videos, using online banking or social media. Thirteen participants encountered pop-ups during an activity:

“When Facebook was caught with the information leak, as soon as you logged on, there was a pop-up on Facebook that took up your [whole] screen. It was saying, ‘We are sorry this happened, you should change your password, change this and that’. Twitter sent an email as well as
a pop-up, all info was compromised for all their users, so they asked all their users to change their passwords because all the passwords were in plain text.” A12

Seven participants encountered system status indicators that they interpreted as a security warning:

“I don’t have much space on my hard drive, uploading tons of photos, my computer stopped because there wasn’t space on my hard drive. I got a message saying uploading stopped because you only have 2.8 GB left on your hard drive. There was no corrective action I was told to take.” A21

Five participants experienced phishing messages:

“I was browsing, as per usual, this Mac keeper pop-up came. It had a timer with x amount of time on it, saying if you don’t download the app before the time runs out, you’d lose all your info. This happens about once a week and has been happening over many years so I just ignore it. It was specific to my MacBook Pro. They are not real security warnings - malware. I never see it on a tablet.” A13

Five adults believed that the warnings provided actionable advice such as instructions on how to deal with hazardous situations:

“I remember trying to access a website, I think it said, 'attention' and all red and the page was red. It was telling me something is unsafe, and to go back to the previous page and get off the website. A little rectangle on the web page, not the whole screen. I left the website. Went back.” A19

Five participants came across viruses disguised as warning messages and two messages turned out to be ads:

“The first time it happened, I clicked on it and I got a virus. I was in trouble at work, [my colleagues] made fun of me, but I wasn’t the only one. That was my big learning curve. An email came through, I clicked on it thinking it was [an] inquiry from an international student, it ended up being a virus.” A05
“I was watching movies, you clicked a movie and this page is loading, it will load a separate page with ads, sometime there’s a sound associated with it. That happened in class one time. I just closed it. Sometimes you see something and panic, you don’t even look at it and quickly close it.” A16

5.3.4 Reactions to Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Adults (n=17) reported that they mostly read the messages, but more than half (n=13) reported that they continued with the activity by avoiding the warnings. They did so by ignoring the message, dismissing, closing or exiting the pop-up window, tab or the website:

“I read it usually. If it is something I have seen it a few times, I might gloss over it, I won’t read it carefully. If it has very significant impact on my life, like with banking, I will read it more thoroughly.” A04

“I just leave, I [click to] go back. I see the one word that says attention and then I [click to] go back. I think I close it. I leave.” A19

After encountering the warnings, three participants exited the warning and stopped the activity all together:

“I don’t look at them at all, I exit. I close them. I do something else.” A08

Two participants mentioned that they received help, two turned off and restarted the device, two continued with the activity after interacting with the warning message and two ran a malware scanner:

“...if you are at work or school, the computers have a lot of sensitive information so if something is wrong, I always go to the manager, someone who has been around for a long time and wait for permission.” A02
“I try to refer to my experience with computers/devices when dealing with these messages. Usually I know what to do, most of the time. And if I don’t know what to do, just turn it off, give it a break, start it up again, unless it’s something really serious.” A02

“More likely to click on it if it’s okay and I’m familiar with the website.” A06

“If I know it’s my security thing on the message, if it has McAfee or a brand on the warning message, I will read it. I will become familiar with it. I will read it if it is the company I am currently with. If it is random things, like, ‘we just scanned your computer and found 50 viruses’, I am not paying them, so there’s no reason for them to be scanning it. I will ignore and close them. If it’s the one I’m paying for, I would go to the desktop native app and scan from there because I am paying for it, I know it’s legitimate. The pop up might be fake, but I would definitely go to my native app and do the scan.” A09

### 5.3.5 Reporting Habits for Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Half of the adults (n=12) mentioned that they did not report to anyone after encountering warnings because they either already knew what the messages meant and how to deal with them, or they would search on Google to figure out what to do.

However, some adults mentioned that they told family (n=9) members that have more experience with technology and friends (n=4), and some received professional help (n=4) from the IT support, the Apple store, and colleagues:

“I consider myself as relatively tech-savvy and I deal with it. My mom does show me stuff though.” A01

Those that did not report to anyone mentioned that others came to them for help instead:

“[I show warnings to my] parents [to let them know] messages like these are ‘normal’. My high school teachers got me to help them with computers, to look at them, tell them what they mean. I deal with it mostly.” A12
5.3.6 Adults’ Expectations for Cybersecurity Warning Messages

Participants gave suggestions on warning design parameters and other characteristics that they would expect to find on warnings to indicate something dangerous happening.

Colours

Figure 5.12 summarizes adults’ expectations for colours that should be used on warnings to indicate a severe hazard. Similar to children (Section 4.3.6), most adults (n=20) expected to see red above all other colours:

“First thing you respond to are colours. Colour is important. You said [the warning message] is very dangerous, so the most dangerous colour [should be used] - red.” A03
Symbols

There was less agreement for symbols, as depicted in Figure 5.13. Eight participants expected to find *skull and crossbones* on dangerous warning messages.

Two participants suggested symbols such as an “octagon with stop sign” (A02) and “something from the middle category” (A03). Participant A03 explains his rationale: “You want [a symbol] that doesn’t [make you] feel like you are being attacked personally. You want something that tells you that it means well for you. It’s on a fine line, [like] something in the middle.”

Words

Figure 5.14 illustrates adults’ expectations for words. There was variability among the participants on the word they expected to see to indicate something dangerous. Aside from the 20 signal words used for categorization and ranking, one participant suggested the word “restricted” (A04).
Other Characteristics

Adults provided further suggestions for effective warning messages. We identified seven trends that were consistent with the children’s interviews, as well as two additional trends summarized in Figure 5.15.

Adults mentioned that risk communication was fundamental in warning messages and that they should provide *explanation of the risk* \((n=9)\):

“What if a poor beginner stumbles upon an error code, not everyone is [an] engineer out here. Translate errors and codes to plain English, not everyone can understand the computer hardware/internet lexicon or jargon.”  \textbf{A02}

“Words are last thing you are paying attention to. But if you’re actually reading, you don’t want just a word, you want an explanation. If you are
Figure 5.15: Adults’ expectations for cybersecurity warning messages for other characteristics.

reading, that means you didn’t catch the hint with the colour or with the symbol, so you want a full explanation.” A03

“I want it to expand and explain what exactly the breach and security message is. In layman’s terms and not in jargon.” A13

“Explicitly say what it is, not just codes like Error 777, no technical jargon, because I don’t know what that means. Should say exactly [where] it is coming from. Click for additional information. Says exactly what the problem is, where it’s coming from, all the information so that I don’t take it lightly.” A18

Adults also highlighted the importance of visual cues to capture users’ attention. They suggest *clear and noticeable* \(n=8\) and *bright and flashing* \(n=7\) messages:

“Clear message but not too many words. Big font, not too many small words, making sure that it’s clear when you read the message.” A17
“I would go for bold colours and big writing. You don’t really read the small writing.”  A19

“It still should be slightly bright to grab your attention. Reds, yellows, but not too many because it becomes overwhelming and flashy.”  A17

“I’m really just thinking of road signs, a railway crossing says, ‘don’t cross’, and they’re really taking precautions to make sure no one crosses, there’s a light flashing.”  A18

Some participants proposed that warnings should be pop-ups (n=6), while others suggested including more information concerning risk management like providing actionable advice (n=5):

“I want it to give me a red pop-up with big sign and explanation at the top. I also want some explanation of why it happened underneath the sign so that I would understand it is dangerous.”  A10

“Say what the repercussions can be, and what I can do. If my files are corrupted, what do I do with it, is there a way to go back cause I don’t necessarily know what that means. [I also want] a link [that says] ‘click here for more information’.”  A18

Some adults emphasized the importance of interrupting the user to ensure that they pay attention to the warnings. Participants suggested activity interruptions pending user action (n=3) and audio cues (n=3):

“Some sort of way that it’s kind of in your computer, like only your computer can show you that. [Does] not necessarily [have to be] on the page, it [should] block you from accessing other things on [the] computer until you deal with it.”  A18

“I actually want audio sound. Something that talks and plays recordings [like], ‘Warning, there is a breach happening’. You hear some of them [in warnings] but not usually. [Generally,] if it is audio, it doesn’t expand on it. It says, ‘warning’ and that’s it.”  A13
Adults hoped to see security warnings that are *professional* \((n=4)\), and can *terminate the problematic activity with no required user action* \((n=2)\):

“[Warnings that] look professional, look like it’s from a reputable source. It needs to be labelled from Apple Macintosh or Windows logo.” A17

“If it’s that serious, then just shut the problematic tab down itself.” A09

### 5.4 Summary

We gathered adults’ perceptions of warning design parameters and their expectations for warnings that indicate danger. The results of this study with adults are consistent with the literature on warning design parameters \([3,16,25–28,36,39,64]\) and are similar to the findings from our study with children. Adults’ ranking of signal items for dangerous and safe warning messages were fairly similar to that of children. Adults considered *red, skull and crossbones* and *fatal* to be most dangerous, while *green, happy face* and *online* were safest. Adults determined the severity of hazards based on associations with other concepts and experiences. Adults’ expectations for dangerous warning messages were fairly consistent with the items deemed dangerous during their activity: *red, skull and crossbones* and *warning*. They also highlighted the importance of clear *risk communication*. We compare and contrast the results from both studies, and discuss secondary findings in the following chapter.
Chapter 6

A Comparison of User Studies

Two studies were performed, first with children aged 10 to 12 years old and then with adults between the ages of 18 to 51. Our results indicate some differences between children and adults on their perceptions of, previous experiences with, and expectations for, cybersecurity warning messages. The groups had similar notions about which signal colours, symbols, and words indicate most dangerous and safe situations. They expressed similar concepts that shaped their risk perceptions of warnings. We did not observe a huge gap between children and adults’ previous experience with warnings. In this chapter, we compare our results from both studies.

6.1 Hazard Ranking Comparison

As summarized in Figure 6.1, children and adults had fairly similar median rankings for the top 3 most dangerous and safest signal colours, symbols and words. Dark green boxes represent complete match in rank (e.g., both user groups ranked red as the most dangerous colour), and light green boxes represent a partial match (e.g., both groups placed maroon in the top 3, but adults ranked maroon as the second most dangerous while children ranked it as the third).

Both groups considered red, skull and crossbones and fatal as the most dangerous, and green and happy face as the safest. In comparison to adults who determined online as the safest word, children placed it as the third, and protect was ranked the safest instead.

As depicted in Figure 6.2, both groups had most to say about similar colours, symbols and words, and generally used similar reasoning to determine their perceived severity.
6.1.1 Warning Signal Colours

Overall, we observed several trends for colours. For both user groups, darker shades were considered more dangerous while lighter, cooler and pastel shades were considered safe. This is consistent with the literature on colours and their levels of risk in the context of warnings [25,28,36].

Children and adults showed a high level of agreement on the hazard ranking of red. Several participants in both groups explicitly mentioned that red was “bad” and green was “good” (n=5 children, 6 adults), which could suggest that this concept may have been ingrained early in young children through education, play, experience or societal norms. Many participants mentioned contextual associations with traffic signs and lights, where red, indicating “stop”, was dangerous and green, indicating “go”, was safe (n=5 children, 10 adults). Adults are accustomed to traffic lights, but children may learn from watching adults or through playing games such as Red Light, Green Light [56]. In this game, a person acting as a stoplight gives clear red or green
signals to represent stop and go, which may encourage children to form these colour associations.

*Maroon* was considered quite dangerous by both groups. Participants explained that the main reason behind *maroon*’s high ranking on the danger scale was due to its closeness with *red*:

“*Maroon is* basically red, but a little more fancy.”  **C18**

“*Maroon is a* combination and mix [of] red and black. Most dangerous colour but also middle/neutral together. It is showing danger but not as strong as red.”  **A10**

We found that participants’ perceived level of hazard for colours was highly dependent on the each individual’s subjective assessments. Colours with higher variability in their hazard ranking (e.g., *green, lime, white, blue, coral, olive, yellow, navy* and *orange*) also showed high variability in individuals’ colour-emotion associations, personal preference and past experience with that colour [33]. In a study examining
college students’ colour-emotion associations, Kaya and Epps [33] found that the intermediate hue green-yellow (similar to lime) elicited negative emotions associated with sickness and disgust. Similarly in our study, green and lime were predominantly considered safe and positive but some participants associated them with danger and negative emotions:

“On PlayStation, there is a web browser, [and] sometimes random pop-ads come up. One time, [there] was a green ad [on] a small cybersecurity warning message. It just made me feel weird.” C22

“[Green] reminds of a traffic light. Since it’s green, it doesn’t make me feel unsafe. But you’re still on the road, which you associate with danger, [so] you need to be aware of your surroundings even if it’s a green light.” A03

“[Lime is] a fruit and [it is] sour. Sour isn’t good because it hurts.” C13

“In [the] Disney movies, all the villains have lime associated with [danger]. I don’t think lime is truly an unsafe colour, but if I had to rank it, it would be the least safe, in the middle.” A04

Both children and adults found that it was more difficult to categorize colours than symbols and words. They emphasized that colour by itself did not give enough information to users to establish context for warnings. This finding suggests that colours may be more effective in communicating risk when they are presented in tandem with other design parameters. This is evident in the qualitative themes discovered from the participants’ excerpts. Most participants associated colours (e.g., black, red) with symbols and words. For example, red was discussed using symbols like “fire”, “stop sign” and “X”, and words like “attention” and “urgent”.

We also observed some differences between the two user groups. Black was considered one of the top 3 dangerous colours for children (rk=19) but not adults. Although black was still considered dangerous (rk=16), some adults said it was their “favourite colour” (A08) while children found it “scary” (C21). Research on colour-emotion associations show that children had negative reactions to black [6], but black elicited
both negative (e.g., depression, fear, anger) and positive (e.g., richness, wealth, power) responses in adults [33].

In our research, children considered yellow to be somewhere in the middle on the danger scale (rk=13) because even though it was a common colour seen on traffic signs and lights, yellow was also associated with the “sun” (C10, C13). This is consistent with the findings from a study that investigated children’s emotional associations with colours, where they responded positively to bright colours like yellow [6]. In a general context, adults also associated yellow with positive emotions (e.g., happiness, excitement, sun, summer time) [33], but in the context of warning signs, they associated yellow with caution [25,36]. In our study, adults ranked yellow among the most dangerous (rk=18).

### 6.1.2 Warning Signal Symbols

Some trends were observed for symbols in both children and adults. Symbols that appear on other dangerous warnings (e.g., shield X, circle X, triangle X, bug), and those frequently observed on chemicals and hazardous material labels (e.g., skull and crossbones, fire) were likely to be considered dangerous. On the other hand, symbols usually found on messages that indicate safety (e.g., happy face, closed lock, key) were considered safe. Both groups showed a high level of agreement on the hazard ranking of the two extremes, happy face and skull and crossbones, which suggests that these two symbols may be appropriate in communicating risk on cybersecurity warning messages.

Symbols that appear to have an “icon within an icon” were generally seen as ambiguous. Some examples include symbols that have combinations of outer icons circle, shield and triangle, with inner icons ?, ! and X. Children considered the symbol circle? to be the most ambiguous (ne=7), while triangle? was considered the most ambiguous for adults (ne=8). Our results suggest that the ? may be the main cause of the ambiguity in participants’ perceptions:

“[With circle?], you are questioning yourself, ‘Like what?’” C21

“[With triangle?, it reminds you of a] yield sign, something to be cautionary towards, like watch for falling rocks. [This is] more dangerous
because it is now alert type thing rather than just a notification. ? makes it ambiguous.” A07

Both groups believed that symbols with X (e.g., circleX, shieldX, triangleX) were more dangerous than symbols with ! (e.g., circle!, shield!, triangle!) and symbols with ? (e.g., circle?, shield?, triangle?) were considered the safest.

When it came to symbols associated with emoticons like angry face, some adults believed that they were more effective for children. They believed that children would have easier time determining the level of hazard with emotive symbols because other symbols required more knowledge and experience:

“[Is this] yelling or yawning? I’m gonna assume it’s yelling, and that’s a more negative [thing] in facial recognition. I think it would be more effective with children. A lot of these symbols are things I associated with experience or road signs and world experience. But children don’t have that. Happy face, sad face or angry face are more effective for children because they’re simplistic and [they] have come across them in [the] media.” A20

Contrary to their beliefs, both user groups had very similar rankings on happy face and sad face. Children and adults considered happy face to be safe (rk=1) and predominantly positive, and sad face to be placed somewhere in the middle category (rk=9). Interestingly, while adults considered angry face dangerous (rk=17), children ranked it in the middle (rk=11). Children had mixed opinions on where they categorized and ranked angry face because some children believed that these symbols were inappropriate on warnings. Emotive symbols may be interpreted differently depending on the individual’s subjective perception. For example, one child participant placed angry face in the safe category and explained:

“Yelling face, it’s not dangerous because some websites won’t use these faces (smiley, sad, angry faces). These are kind of funny, they won’t use it to get anyone’s attention.” C11
We observed some differences in trends. Although both groups had mixed feelings on police officer or security guard, children considered it safe \((rk=3)\) and generally discussed this symbol in a positive light, while adults believed that it had a more negative connotation \((rk=11)\):

“Police - they usually help you with something dangerous. Security guard - it is secure.” C06

“[A police officer] can be safe and dangerous. It protects that website from hackers but if you say rude comments or inappropriate [things on the] website, the security guard or police officer can find you with your email. With a security guard, [it is] pretty much the same, but could be either dangerous or safe.” C12

“The police are monitoring the website. There might be illegal activity on the website, indicating that it is dangerous.” A06

“[Police officer or security guard is] supposed to protect you, but at the same time, it can be threatening, saying that there’s [an] imminent danger, or a possible threat.” A17

Interestingly, while both groups associated the closed lock with safety, they had different opinions on the open lock. Given that a closed lock symbol in a web browser is a common security indicator [18], it would make sense for users to assume the opposite for the open lock symbol. However, adults found open lock to be safe \((rk=4)\) compared to other symbols, while most children placed it in the middle and dangerous categories \((rk=14)\). This finding may be due to the differences in the two groups’ associations of open lock with physical security metaphors [52]. For example, the open lock may suggest that it is safe to proceed:

“When you see a padlock [and] you see a little open[ing], it makes me feel better than a closed lock...I used to play games and [when] you unlock achievements, the padlock opens.” A03
“Open lock [means] something is opening. When you go into website, it could mean that you have access to it.” A09

“Open lock is not dangerous, you can go ahead because it is open. It is safe so you can use it.” A10

“Open lock [means it is] unlocked, you succeeded by unlocking something. You put in your password. I don’t know where I’ve seen this but I am thinking about my Apple ID.” A21

Some adults talked about the open lock in comparison to the closed lock. They mentioned that the open lock was less safe, but that did not necessarily mean the symbol was dangerous because users still have the option to lock it:

“Something is unlocked, but it can be locked, more or less. [You are] not protected, but it’s more of a safety warning [so] you can lock it.” A02

“Open lock [is] commonly used [symbol] in computer or cybersecurity [context]. Since [it is] unlocked, someone or something can easily hack it, [and] it might not be a protected network. There’s still the possibility of lock[ing] it if you need to.” A17

On the other hand, children are used to seeing things that are locked. For example, some kids have to wait for adults to open the doors or for their parents to unlock the locked screens on their tablets. When these children run into things that are unlocked without their parents’ permission, it may insinuate that a stranger has access:

“[When it is] unlocked, children can think they could go but it’s not safe.” C10

“[When] you go [online] to see your email, [it is] something private that’s just for you. [Open lock] shows you that someone else saw it or it’s open to other people. It’s a public thing, not private, so [it is] not safe just for you anymore.” C12
“Unlocked lock [means] the website is insecure.” C14

“Your computer is unlocked, anybody can get in.” C21

A few children categorized open lock as safe, interpreting the symbol as a safe indicator to proceed:

“[Open lock means that] the site is open to everyone, open source basically. I don’t believe it would be dangerous if it is open source.” C13

“[Open lock means] unlocked, access, the password was correct.” C18

This suggests that the binary relationship could be easily misinterpreted when it comes to the lock symbol:

“You don’t really know if [the open lock] means something good or bad. With my lock code, if it unlocks, [that] means I can get in. But [it can] also mean someone else can get in.” A19

Children mentioned that symbols were the least difficult to categorize out of the three design parameters because they had previous experience seeing some of them:

“Symbols [are the] easiest. We see the symbols all the time, lock, I see in emails [and] bugs mean virus.” C01

“[Symbols are] easy because I’ve seen most of the symbols here. It’s easy for me to put it where it goes.” C11

6.1.3 Warning Signal Words

Both groups agreed on the most dangerous words: virus, hack and fatal. Participants discussed the words virus and hack using metaphors in the context of cybersecurity. They mentioned that when they saw these words on warnings, it made them feel like their computers were “infected or contaminated” (C14, A01) and “being taken over” (C06, A06). Children and adults depended on their subjective perceptions to categorize and rank fatal, and they felt that the word predominantly had a negative
connotation associated with “death” (C19-21, A2-3, A6). This implies that when used on cybersecurity warnings, these three signal words may be highly effective in communicating high risk.

Both children and adults believed that the word blocked could easily be misinterpreted because it could insinuate that the application they are using may be either safe or dangerous. For example, a safer environment may be created when users’ access is removed altogether from dangerous things:

“[It is] not dangerous if something is blocked. If you search something, it won’t even come up. On Google, it may just say access blocked, so it’s trying to keep you safe.” C12

“Something bad is blocked, yay.” A02

On the other hand, being blocked could indicate how dangerous that website is:

“[The] site is blocked, which means it’s probably dangerous. No one wants you to go into it.” C13

“Your computer might have blocked a virus or potential damage to your computer. It blocked it but you should be aware of the potential damage that could happen to your device.” A21

There was higher variability in children’s risk perception on words like damage and suspicious compared to the adults. Some children placed damage in the middle category and explained that something could be damaged “a little bit” (C20, C22). Adults placed suspicious in the dangerous category (rk=16), but the majority of children placed it in the middle (rk=11) because they associated the word with potential danger rather than an actual hazard (n=5 children).
6.2 Post-test Semi-structured Interview Comparison

The post-test semi-structured interview responses by children and adults are summarized in Figure 6.3.

Surprisingly, we did not observe a huge gap between children and adults’ responses on their previous experience with warnings.

6.2.1 Online Activities

Both children and adults engaged in online activities mainly for entertainment purposes, as summarized in Figure 6.4. Children were much more likely to engage in games compared to adults, and as expected, did not engage in professional or personal...
activities such as online banking, travelling and shopping. Some children mentioned that they went online at school but did not specifically clarify for which activities.

### 6.2.2 Understanding and Attitude Towards Warning Messages

Using the definitions provided by Cranor [13] as a baseline, both user groups primarily understood warning messages to be warning dialogs ($n=19$ children, $20$ adults). Adults also included notices within their description.

Both groups had similar attitudes toward cybersecurity warning messages, as shown in Figure 6.5. The majority of participants viewed warnings as both positive and negative. We found that those who viewed warnings negatively generally misunderstood the purpose of warnings and they associated them with malicious intentions such as fake, phishing messages that give viruses, scare, overwhelm and desensitize users. Consistent with the findings by Fagan et al. [16], the general negative attitudes associated with warnings stemmed from users’ negative past experiences, such as with messages that are annoying (e.g., interrupting users’ activities).
Figure 6.5: Comparison of children and adults’ attitudes toward cybersecurity warning messages.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of children and adults’ encounters with different types of cybersecurity warning messages.
6.2.3 Types of Warnings

As depicted in Figure 6.6, both user groups mostly reported encountering pop-ups during online activities, followed by system status indicators that they interpreted as security warnings. Some children reported seeing censored content and educational messages, but these were not reported by any adults.

6.2.4 Reactions to Warnings

Most children and adults reported that they read the warning messages that they encountered, as summarized in Figure 6.7. Most children also received help from others, but the majority of adults did not. A significant portion of both groups reported that they try to ignore the warning and continue with their primary activity if possible. It also highlights that security is a secondary task [60] for both groups.

As summarized in Figure 6.8, most children reported that they showed cybersecurity warning messages to someone else while half of the adults did not report
Children generally reported to adults (e.g., a parent, an older sibling, a teacher) rather than friends, and adults talked to someone more technology-savvy (e.g., family members, friends, professional help). Literature on children and online privacy found that children often depended on parents for advice and guidance [66,67]. Adults who did not report to anyone mentioned that they were confident in dealing with the warnings by themselves and that others came to them for help.

### 6.2.5 Expectations

Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 compare children and adults’ expectations for signal colours, symbols and words on cybersecurity warnings that communicate danger. Both groups had fairly similar expectations. Children’s expectations were consistent with their hazard ranking: red, skull and crossbones and fatal conveyed the most danger. Adults believed that red, skull and crossbones and warning conveyed the most danger.

Figure 6.12 summarizes additional suggestions for warning messages. Children highlighted the importance of other design characteristics that catch users’ attention,
like visual cues that are bright, flashing, clear and noticeable. Adults additionally suggested improved risk communication. Adults also expected to see warnings that appear professional and argued that this helps users to recognize that the warnings are legit and from a reputable source, similar to the findings from the literature on aesthetics and credibility [9, 49]. Two adults also wanted the warnings to terminate the activity that they recognize as dangerous without requiring any action from the users. This concept goes hand-in-hand with the idea of “human in the loop” and the importance of eliminating human-attributed security failures by automating components to perform security-critical functions when possible [13].
Figure 6.10: Comparison of children and adults’ expectations for cybersecurity warning messages for symbols.
Figure 6.11: Comparison of children and adults’ expectations for cybersecurity warning messages for words.
Figure 6.12: Comparison of children and adults’ expectations for cybersecurity warning messages for other characteristics.
6.3 Secondary Findings

In our primary analysis, we set the threshold at $n=2$ for a theme to be recognized. Some of the single observations were nevertheless interesting, and may be useful to guide exploration in future studies. Due to the lack of literature comparing children and adults’ perception of signal colours, symbols and words in the context of cybersecurity warnings, the followings observations will be discussed without the support of other research.

Children reported that they expected to see colours such as navy, grey and blue, and symbols like angry face and sad face on cybersecurity warnings to indicate something dangerous. Although children have many similar ideas with adults on which signal items imply danger, certain visual cues may communicate risk more effectively for children.

In their additional design suggestions for cybersecurity warnings, one adult participant proposed a security threat scale, an indicator that allows users to distinguish different threats and their severity of hazard:

“I also prefer to have a little bit of guide, somewhere on top of it, like an indicator from green to very red. The colour of the pop-up depends on the danger, it might be different. I want to have an indicator to the top for colour and symbol, if it is this symbol how much it is dangerous. From green to red, a scale or guide to tell me how dangerous it is. The colour of the pop-up can be different depending on the danger. Skull and crossbones is most dangerous. Most safe can be happy face or thumbs up. It can start with word like ‘unsafe’ or ‘fatal’ and after that, tell me and give me some details of why I am not supposed to use this.” A10

While useful, such a scale would be difficult to implement due to the high levels of uncertainty surrounding these risks. For example, if a risk is low probability and is shown as “green”, would the few unlucky users who did succumb to the threat feel deceived?

Another adult participant proposed a log or history of warnings so that users can keep track of the warnings that they come across, and have access to the warning
when they exit out of it by mistake.

During the transcribing and coding process, we observed interesting secondary findings. Adults on average took longer to sort the cards, which could suggest a more complicated thought-process than children when it comes to determining the perceived severity of hazard for warning parameters. This may be due to adults having more complex existing mental models formed from learned conventions, past experiences and social norms. It is also possible that they were overthinking the activity. Adults were more hesitant and shy when they discussed the design parameters using contextual associations related to food and nature (e.g., mint, olive, lime, orange, etc.) for fear of seeming silly.

Adults’ personal preferences and associations for colours were similar to that of children. Both groups mentioned their favourite colours and how that affected their perceptions when determining the severity of hazard of that particular colour. Some colours were regarded as “party colours” (e.g., pink, blue) and had positive connotations. These were likely to be considered safer than other colours.

Both groups found it difficult to assess single words without context. When sorting the words, participants talked about them in terms of full sentences. Some participants mentioned that they expected to see multiple signal words per warning. They wanted a clear explanation of how to proceed, what the problem is and precautionary measure that they could take. Some participants mentioned that words were not as effective in communicating risk on warnings because they are not universal. They believed that colours and symbols may be more appropriate for the general population. However, our findings suggest that this is not necessarily true. Some colours and symbols were interpreted differently depending on the individual’s mental models, personal preferences, past experiences and cultural background, among other factors.


Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusion

The goals of this thesis were to explore user perception of cybersecurity warnings and to provide design recommendations to effectively communicate risk to children. We revisit our main research question:

“How do children and adults compare in their perceptions and understanding of signal colours, symbols, and words in the context of cybersecurity warning messages?”

To address this research question, we performed two user studies, one with children and another with adults, to examine how they perceive the severity of hazards associated with signal colours, symbols, and words in the context of cybersecurity warnings. We compared the studies and discovered similarities and differences between the two groups on their perceptions of, previous experiences with, and expectations for warning messages. The following sections highlight our contributions, recommendations and lessons learned. We conclude this thesis by discussing limitations of our studies and potential directions for future research.

7.1 Lessons Learned

We discuss the lessons we learned and insights gained from applying the human-in-the-loop (HITL) framework, following our research methodology, and conducting user studies with children and adults.

7.1.1 Applying Human-in-the-Loop

We found the human-in-the-loop (HITL) model [13] useful for framing the research question for our thesis. As Cranor [13] points out, when security-critical functions cannot be automated, we rely on humans to make judgments. In order to mitigate
human security failures, we need to build systems that are intuitive and effectively communicate risk. Through this framework, we were able to identify a research gap in the literature in the context of cybersecurity warnings. We identified a lack of empirical research providing design recommendations for cybersecurity warnings that effectively communicate risk to children. However, like previous studies on cyber warnings, we were able to address only some of the dimensions in the HITL framework [9] due to its broad scope. To improve warning design, we should also investigate the other steps of warning processing in future studies [9].

7.1.2 Research Methodology

Context

In our research, we gave participants a general security context where we asked them to imagine seeing a specific colour, symbol, or word on a cybersecurity warning message. Rather than providing our definition of cybersecurity warnings, we asked the participants to define them for us instead. We did so to discern how cybersecurity warnings were generally perceived by the users and if the users actually understood what the term meant. We also did not want to bias our participants’ responses. Although the majority of participants primarily understood what warning messages were and gave appropriate definitions (e.g., warning dialogs, notices), they did not fully grasp what the warnings meant in the context of cybersecurity. They often interchangeably referred to security warnings and cyber warnings, and believed that cybersecurity warnings encompassed all digital warnings.

While some participants had no problem discussing design parameters in a general context, others needed to be reminded that these signal items were on a security warning. In our post-test interviews, we observed that both children and adults encountered system status indicators and exception/error messages that they interpreted as security warnings. While using a general context is helpful in avoiding researcher bias, it may also raise some misunderstanding and diverse interpretations from the participants. Future studies could benefit from giving participants specific security contexts to avoid this confusion. For example, investigating user perception when they receive cybersecurity warnings for expired SSL certificates or websites that
Card Sorting and Ranking Activities

Card sorting was a simple enough task for children aged 10 to 12 years old to successfully complete the activities. All participants were able to complete their study sessions. We asked the participants to first categorize the cards into three piles, and then to rank them within each category according to their perceived level of danger. By dividing the activities into two steps, we tried to avoid overloading participants.

We allowed participants to re-sort and re-categorize the cards throughout the sessions if they changed their minds. We only took photos of the final results of participants’ card sorting. This helped the participants to systematically place the signal items in relation to one another. Some participants re-sorted the cards multiple times throughout the sessions. Adults on average took longer to sort the cards.

When participants thought two or more cards were equal in terms of their arousal strengths, we had to gently nudge them to choose and rank the signal items for our analysis. By using other methods that allow participants to allot defined values to the items, we may be able to avoid this situation, but may introduce other issues.

According to Hellier et al. [27], existing scales of arousal strength may be biased because they have not been validated across different methodologies. By using multiple techniques, researchers may alleviate the biases of a particular methodology. Likert-type rating, free modulus magnitude estimation and cross-modality matching [27] are a few other methodologies that may be used to scale the perceived arousal strengths [3, 26, 27, 64]. Hellier et al. [27] triangulated from three techniques, which provided both ratio and interval scaling data.

Aside from perceived level of hazard, Wogalter et al. [64] suggest other dimensions to evaluate warning effectiveness. Users’ subjective measures on warnings such as perceived urgency or risk, likelihood of injury, likelihood of compliance, and importance can be taken on Likert-type scales. Participants can also rank warning effectiveness on the basis of dimensions that are self-selected [64]. We suggest that future studies use various techniques aside from categorizing and ranking activities. Mixed methods including both subjective and objective measures should be taken to evaluate warning
design. Along with the above mentioned subjective measures, researchers can collect data such as measurement of recall [64]. We suggest that with children, cross modality matching may be a good technique because participants need to simply draw a horizontal line to indicate the level of hazard implied by varying parameters.

Colour, Symbol and Word Selection

We investigated lists of 20 signal colours, 20 symbols, and 20 words. We included as many signal items as possible to provide an extensive comparison of perceived level of hazard.

As in common usage, some symbols such as circle, triangle and shield were presented in combination with ?, !, and X. Some participants had difficulty with these symbols that have an “icon within an icon”. To categorize and rank, participants divided and dissociated the inner icons from the outer icons to explain their rationale.

On the cards for signal colours, we included the names of the colours below the coloured circles. By doing so, it was easier for analysis and for participants to name them. However, instead of referring to the colour itself, some participants associated the name of the colour. For example, participant C18 mentioned that the colour lavender did not mean anything to him but the word lavender made him think of flowers. For future studies, we suggest putting the names of the colours on the back of the cards.

7.1.3 User Studies with Children and Adults

Children and adults are fundamentally different in their psychology, perception and mental models [66, 67]. Our results indicate that generally, both groups had similar responses. They had similar ideas on which signal colours, symbols, and words indicated most danger and safety. Some differences observed pertained to personal preferences for colours (e.g., adults preferred black more than children), attitudes towards signal items (e.g., children generally discussed police officer or security guard in a more positive light than adults), and the simplicity in the rationale of the card placements (e.g., a few children gave one-word or one-sentence responses using associations they made without providing further explanation even when probed).
7.2 Recommendations

Our research provides preliminary data on children’s perception of signal colours symbols, and words in the context of cybersecurity warnings. Based on our findings from the user studies and reflecting on them in light of the literature, the following design suggestions have been developed.

7.2.1 Simple and Basic Design Parameters

Simple and basic signal colours, symbols, and word are recommended to effectively communicate risk to users in the context of cybersecurity warnings. We recommend designers to use signal items that are ranked higher (most dangerous) and ranked lower (safest) on the ordinal scales, and top 3 expected signal colours, symbols and words on warnings because they have lower likelihood of being misinterpreted by users. Others may be easily misinterpreted due to individual differences.

To design warnings indicating danger for children, we recommend signal colours such as red, black, maroon and yellow, signal symbols such as skull and crossbones, bug and X, and signal words such as fatal, hack, virus and warning.

To convey safety, signal colours such as green, cyan, and lime, signal symbols such as happy face and police officer/security guard, and signal words such as protect, security and online are recommended.

We also suggest designers to stay away from symbols that can cause confusion and misinterpretation such as the lock symbol. Unlike the happy face and sad face, our results show that the binary relationship of open lock and closed lock was easily misinterpreted. Both children and adults had mixed notions on how dangerous or safe these symbols were.

Many cybersecurity warning messages contain technical terms and computer jargon that are difficult for users to understand [9]. Some participants mentioned the importance of keeping the words simple and easy because the general population do not understand technical terms and computer jargon such as error codes. This idea particularly applies to children, who may have less advanced vocabulary.

Peters [49] suggests strategies for simplifying visuals such as using symbols, removing extra detail, clearing the background, and making text legible, concise and
7.2.2 Warning Design Guidelines for Children

We adapted the aforementioned set of warning design guidelines by Bauer et al. [5] (Section 2.3.3) using insights from our studies and existing literature, and recommendations from other guidelines for children [43].

We suggest the following set of guidelines, with our additions and modifications in **bold**:

1. **Describe the risk comprehensively**: The risk should be clearly identified and explained. *Warning messages should make it clear who is doing what to whom, explain the consequences of noncompliance, and provide instructions on how to comply so that children could easily understand them.*

2. **Be concise and accurate**: The warning messages should be simple, to the point, give correct information and minimize technical terms and computer jargon. *They should provide informative headings, include short paragraphs, use simple sentences, and avoid confusing language such as double negatives so that children could easily read them.*

3. **Offer meaningful options**: Warning dialogs should provide users with sufficient information so that they can decide between two or more meaningful options. The default option should always be the safer choice and corresponds to the question asked or information given. *When the situation is too risky, children should be provided with actionable advice such as encouraging them to report the warnings to their parents or responsible adults.*

4. **Present relevant contextual information**: Warnings should present contextual information such as the consequences of noncompliance, so that users can make informed decision. *If applicable, the security-critical functions should*
be automated to remove the onus from the children, such as running an antivirus program first and terminating activity without requiring user action.

5. **Present relevant auditing information**: The user’s device should maintain access logs and the warning should show whether the website or the application has been previously accessed. *When children exit out of the warnings by mistake, they should be able to go back and access the warnings to read the information that they missed or to show them to their parents or adults.*

6. **Follow a consistent layout**: Warnings should follow a common suggested layout based on the Human Interface Guidelines (HIG) [29, 50, 61]. These elements include a single icon, primary text, secondary text, a question, a set of primary options, and a set of secondary options. *Information should be arranged in a logical order and the main idea of the sentence should be placed at the beginning so that they can be recognized easily by children.*

7. **Provide other visual and audio cues**: To increase salience, warnings that indicate immediate danger should have clear, noticeable, bright and flashing visual cues, and audio cues if necessary.

8. **Use, but do not overuse, emphasis techniques**: When used appropriately, emphasis techniques such as colour, indentation, size, shape and boldface can enhance comprehension. Related information should be grouped together and redundancies should be eliminated using signal colours, symbols, and words that effectively communicate appropriate risk to children.

9. **Use simple design parameters**: Use simple and basic signal colours, symbols and words that appropriately communicate the level of hazard for children. Avoid signal items that can be misinterpreted.
7.2.3 Application to Real Warnings

We provide an example of how these recommendations for children may apply to real warnings. Consider the SSL certificate for Google Chrome in Figure 7.1.

The colour red is used to signal danger in the warning, which aligns with our suggestion for children. However, while the symbol X conveys danger and may effectively communicate risk to children, our findings show that the closed lock symbol may cause confusion and misinterpretation. It may be more effective to simply use the X symbol only, or in combination with a signal word such as warning.

The language used on this Google Chrome SSL certificate may be appropriate for children 10 to 12 years old because it does not contain overly technical terms and computer jargon, with the exception of the error codes. The language may be difficult to understand depending on children’s reading comprehension level, which needs to be considered for future studies. We believe that the warning may be more effective without the error codes. If the parents or responsible adult want more information on the warning, the error codes may be moved under the “advanced” option. We suggest that the error code be replaced by an encouragement for children to show this warning to their parents or responsible adults.
7.3 Limitations

We traded ecological validity for a more controlled lab setting that enabled us to test a large number of items. However, this meant sacrificing some context. Participants may respond differently when faced with these signal items as part of an actual cybersecurity warning and in response to some event on their device. Our results can be used to inform follow-up studies by providing a subset of signal items that are most likely effective.

We attempted to cover a representative range of signal items, but it is possible that others may be more effective. Our results can only compare the set of items we had to each other.

In our user studies, we did not ask participants to quantify the arousal strengths, so we do not know the exact differences between the values of items. Instead, we can say that we have produced ordinal scales or ranked lists of signal colours, symbols and words in the order of rank 1 = most safe to rank 20 = most dangerous. The differences between items are not really known. Since this was a first attempt at scaling the level of hazard for signal colours, symbols and words, future studies could test replicability and generalizability of these scales and to establish more robust scales.

In the three categories for the card sorting activity, we had a middle sign that said “neither safe nor dangerous”. When we ran our sessions, we verbally clarified that the signal items placed in this category are “both” or “neither safe nor dangerous”. For future studies, we should correct the sign to avoid confusion.

In this thesis, we focused on two user groups, children aged 10 to 12 years old and adults. Although we recruited our participants through various methods, we acknowledge that our sample was fairly homogeneous in terms of socio-economic status. This may have impacted their interpretation of the various signal colours, symbols, and words. Future studies may benefit from considering participants from varying demographics such as age, gender, and cultural and economical background.
7.4 Future Work

The findings from our thesis opens new avenues for future exploration into user perception of cybersecurity warning design parameters.

Other research on warnings and images [47] found that users were much more likely to pay attention to messages with symbols than those relying solely on text-only messages. On the other hand, the combinations of colours with signal words suggested by warning standards were not well supported by the findings by Griffith and Leonard [25, 36], none looked at children’s understanding. Future studies may benefit from exploring combinations of signal colours, symbols, and words on children’s risk perception.

In this research, we focused on warning design features that are visual. Some of our participants suggested adding audio cues for more effective risk communication. Auditory warnings may be useful when we need to call for attention, the visual environment is cluttered, and the message is simple [64]. Future studies may benefit from exploring non-visual features such as auditory cues on security warnings for more salience.

As proposed by participant A10, a security threat scale may be useful for users to distinguish between safe and dangerous warnings, and warnings with varying severity of hazard. The safe and dangerous warnings can be differentiated by different colours such as green for safe and red for dangerous, while the varying severity of hazard can be communicated through visual hierarchy using variations in tone of colours. As suggested by Peters [49], the greater the saturation in tone, the greater the severity. As mentioned in the previous chapter, there is a high degree of uncertainty surrounding risks. This may be further explored to test the plausibility and usefulness of such scales.

7.5 Contributions

We aimed to partially address the gap in the literature on children and cybersecurity warnings. In this thesis, we investigated a number of questions about user perception and warning design parameters. To re-iterate, we make the following contributions:
1. Through our card sorting and ranking activities, we provided ordinal scales and preliminary data on relationships between user’s perceived level of hazard and warning design parameters using a comprehensive list of 20 signal colours, 20 symbols, and 20 words. Once these findings are further explored and replicated through future studies using various research methodologies, these scales may be used by cybersecurity practitioners to achieve hazard matching.

2. We investigated adults’ perceptions as a baseline for comparison because current cybersecurity warnings are typically designed for adult users. From our two user studies with 22 child participants and 22 adult participants, we identified how children and adults compare in their perceptions of, previous experiences with, and expectations for cybersecurity warning design parameters.

3. We identified some concepts and associations that shaped children and adults’ risk perceptions, and helped them to determine what is dangerous or safe when it comes to signal colours, symbols, and words.

4. We adapted the warning design guidelines by Bauer et al. [5] to provide recommendations to consider when developing cybersecurity warning messages for children. These may be used by cybersecurity designers and developers to inform the design of warnings or to evaluate those that are currently implemented.

7.6 Conclusion

Although much research has been conducted on warning messages with adults, their responses may not accurately reflect the needs of children. We wanted to address this research gap and work towards cybersecurity warning messages that effectively communicate risk to children. We conducted two user studies and uncovered similarities and differences between children and adults’ perception of signal colours, symbols, and words. Our results, combined with the evidence from the literature, suggest that users’ perceived level of hazard may be highly dependent on personal preferences and past experience with the design parameters. However, we found high agreement on certain signal items at the extreme ends of the scale, suggesting a subset of signal items that are unambiguous for both children and adults.
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Appendix A

Definitions

- **Active communications**: interrupt users’ activity so that they pay attention [13].

- **Arousal strength**: the severity/level of hazard communicated by the warning or design parameters [3].

- **Attention maintenance**: users maintaining their attention to the communication long enough to process it [13].

- **Attention switch**: users taking notice of the communication [13].

- **Clickthrough rate**: the proportion of users who clicked through a warning type by ignoring or making an informed decision to proceed [1].

- **Communication delivery**: the first step in information processing that includes attention switch and attention maintenance [13].

- **Cyber warnings**: synonymous with digital warnings.

- **Cybersecurity warnings**: digital warnings pertaining to security.

- **Design parameter**: individual design components including signal colours, words and symbols, terminology as first used by Amer and Maris [3] (also known as design elements).

- **Hazard matching**: successfully mapped risk to warnings, where the severity of the hazard that is implied by the warning message should match the level of hazard perceived by the user [3, 27].
• **Human-receiver**: the human who receives the security communication and whose actions affect system security [13] (also known as the user or the human-in-the-loop).

• **Notices**: provide users information and characteristics of entity or object (e.g., privacy polices, SSL certs) [13].

• **Passive communications**: provide information to users without actively trying to get their attention [13].

• **Security metaphor**: an association that is used to explain a particular element of a system based on an expert understanding, referred to as “mental models” by Camp [12].

• **Severity of hazard**: synonymous with level of hazard.

• **Signal colours/words/symbols**: design parameters that signal potential hazards to users encountering potentially harmful situations [3].

• **Signal item**: any singular signal colour, word or symbol.

• **Status indicators**: inform users about system status or the risk condition (e.g., taskbar and menu bar indicators about bluetooth, virus software up-to-date, file permissions [13].

• **Theory of warning fatigue**: when users become desensitized to the stimulus as they continue to receive more and more warnings [1, 38].

• **Warning dialogs**: alert users to take immediate action to avoid a threat (e.g., anti-phishing, expired SSL certs) [13].

• **Warning effectiveness**: how effectively the warning communicates risk [1].
Appendix B

Complete List of Cards

B.1 List of Cards

Table B.1 summarizes the complete list of 60 cards used during card sorting and ranking activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Open lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Closed lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Blocked</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Happy face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Careful</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Sad face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Damage</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Angry face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Don’t</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Bug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Fatal</td>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>Security guard or Police officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>Hack</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Maroon</td>
<td>Skull and crossbones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Message</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Stop hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Notice</td>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>Shield with !</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>Shield with ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>Shield with X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Mint</td>
<td>Triangle with !</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Suspicious</td>
<td>Cyan</td>
<td>Triangle with ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Unsafe</td>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>Triangle with X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Circle with !</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
<td>Circle with ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>Magenta</td>
<td>Circle with X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: List of cards.
B.2 Cards Template

The figure below is the template of the cards used during card sorting and ranking activities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alert</th>
<th>Attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blocked</td>
<td>Careful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage</td>
<td>Don’t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Fatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hack</td>
<td>Important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
<td>Notice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Suspicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>Warning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Unsafe**: 
  - Virus: Locked
  - Warning: Happy

- **Urgent**: 
  - Virus: Unlocked
  - Warning: Sad
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Cyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Coral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Recruitment Materials
Looking for children volunteers:
Exploring characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages

We are looking for volunteers for a research study that explores different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how children interpret them.

Children participants will complete sorting activities and answer some questions. The study will take approximately 1 hour.

Eligibility: Children aged 10-12 years old comfortable speaking and reading in English.

Compensation: $20 cash.

If you are interested in participating, please email Rebecca at: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

This research has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B), REB clearance # 108364.
Looking for volunteers:
Exploring characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages

We are looking for volunteers for a research study that explores different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how we interpret them.

Participants will complete sorting activities and answer some questions. The study will take approximately 1 hour.

Eligibility: Adults over 18 years old comfortable speaking and reading in English.

Compensation: $20 cash.

If you are interested in participating, please email Rebecca at: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

This research has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B), REB clearance # 108364.
Looking for children volunteers:
Exploring characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages

I am a Masters student at Carleton University, working under the supervision of Dr. Sonia Chiasson.

We are looking for volunteers for a research study. Each participant will be rewarded for their time with $20 cash.

This study will explore different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how children interpret them.

As a participant in this study, your child will complete sorting activities and answer some questions. The study will take approximately 1 hour.

We are looking for children between the ages of 10 to 12 years old, comfortable speaking and reading in English.

If you are interested in participating, please e-mail Rebecca at: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

This research has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B), REB clearance # 108364.
Adult Social Media Recruitment: Sample

Looking for volunteers:
Exploring characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages

I am a Masters student at Carleton University, working under the supervision of Dr. Sonia Chiasson.

We are looking for volunteers for a research study. Each participant will be rewarded for their time with $20 cash.

This study will explore different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how we interpret them.

As a participant in this study, you will complete sorting activities and answer some questions. The study will take approximately 1 hour.

We are looking for adult volunteers over 18 years old, comfortable speaking and reading in English.

If you are interested in participating, please e-mail Rebecca at: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

This research has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B), REB clearance # 108364.
Recruitment Email: Sample

**Subject:** Carleton University: A research study to explore characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages

**Body Text:**

RE: Looking for volunteers (children 10 to 12 years old)

Dear (Name),

I am a Masters student at Carleton University, working under the supervision of Dr. Sonia Chiasson. We are looking for volunteers for a research study that explores different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how children interpret them.

As a participant in this study, your child will complete sorting activities and answer some questions. The study will take approximately 1 hour.

We are looking for children between the ages of **10 to 12 years old**, comfortable speaking and reading in English.

Each participant will be rewarded for their time with $20 cash. If you are interested in participating, please e-mail Rebecca at: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

This research has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B), REB clearance # 108364.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Jeong
**Adult Recruitment Email: Sample**

**Subject:** Carleton University: A research study to explore characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages

**Body text:**

RE: Looking for volunteers

Dear (Name),

I am a Masters student at Carleton University, working under the supervision of Dr. Sonia Chiasson. We are looking for volunteers for a research study that explores different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how we interpret them.

As a participant in this study, you will complete sorting activities and answer some questions. The study will take approximately 1 hour.

We are looking for adult volunteers over **18 years old**, comfortable speaking and reading in English.

Each participant will be rewarded for their time with $20 cash. If you are interested in participating, please e-mail Rebecca at: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

This research has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B), REB clearance # 108364.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Jeong
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Consent Forms and Assent Script
Parental Consent Form for Children’s Participation in Research

Title: Hazard matching: Iteratively designing effective cybersecurity and privacy warning messages for children

CUREB-B clearance #: 108364

Date of ethics clearance: January 11, 2018

Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: January 31, 2019

Introduction

The purpose of this form is to provide you (as the parent/legal guardian of a prospective research study participant) with the information that may affect your decision to give consent for your child’s participation in this research study. The researcher for this study is a Masters student, Rebecca Jeong. She is working under the supervision of Dr. Sonia Chiasson in The School of Computer Science. Read the information below and ask any questions you might have before making a decision. If you decide to let your child be involved in this study, this form will be used to record your permission.

Purpose of the Study

If you agree, your child will be asked to participate in a research study exploring different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how children interpret them. The results from this study will be used to make recommendations in better designing effective warning messages.

What is my child going to be asked to do?

Your child will be asked to complete card sorting and ranking activities. This will allow us to understand how children perceive the severity of the hazard associated with various characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages (e.g., signal words, colours, symbols, or other similar characteristics). Please note that your child is not being tested; we are only interested in your child’s perception of cybersecurity warning messages. This research study will be audio-recorded for the purposes of
transcription and analysis. The participants will not be photographed; photographs will only be taken of the sorted cards.

Today’s session will take approximately 1 hour. It involves a pre-test questionnaire, sorting activities and a post-test interview. There are no foreseeable risks in participating in this study. Your child will not be asked to disclose any personally identifiable information. If such information is voluntarily disclosed, it will be discarded when transcribing the interview to text.

Eligibility

In order to participate in this study, your child must be between the ages of 10 to 12 years old and be comfortable speaking and reading in English.

Compensation

As a token of appreciation, your child will receive $20 cash for participating in this study. If the study takes place on campus such as the CHORUS lab, we will also reimburse parking costs if applicable at the end of the session.

Does my child have to participate?

No, your child’s participation in this study is voluntary. In addition to your consent, your child must also agree to participate in the study. Your child may decline to participate or to withdraw from participation at any time during the session.

If your child does not want to participate, they will not be included in the study and there will be no penalty. Your child will receive the $20 cash compensation even if they choose to withdraw from the study.

How will my child’s privacy and confidentiality be protected?

Your child’s privacy and the confidentiality will be protected. We encourage you to be nearby but not directly sitting with your child during the session. All responses will be kept anonymous. All research data and notes will be stored and retained on password protected computers or storage devices of the researchers for use in future research and the consent form will be kept in a locked cabinet. Access will be restricted only to the research team. Some of the questionnaires are hosted by Qualtrics. The data will be stored and protected by Qualtrics but may be disclosed via a court order data breach. Once the research is completed, audio recordings will be securely destroyed.

What if I do not want my child to be audio-recorded?

This document has been printed on both sides of a single sheet of paper. Please retain a copy of this document for your records.
If you choose to not have your child audio-recorded, they may still participate in the study. The researcher will take notes of what the child said during the study.

The ethics protocol for this research was reviewed by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board, which provided clearance to carry out the research. If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Dr. Andy Adler, Chair, Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (by phone at 613-520-2600 ext. 4085 or via email at ethics@carleton.ca).

**Researcher contact information:**  
Rebecca Jeong, Master’s Student  
School of Computer Science  
Carleton University  
Email: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

**Supervisor contact information:**  
Dr. Sonia Chiasson  
School of Computer Science  
Carleton University  
Tel: (613) 520-2600 ext. 1656  
Email: chiasson@scs.carleton.ca

I, ______________________________________, give permission to my child, ______________________________________, to participate in this study on exploring cybersecurity and privacy warning messages.

_____ I consent to my child being audio-recorded for the purposes of transcription.

______________________________    ______________  
Signature of parent/legal guardian     Date

______________________________    ______________  
Signature of a researcher       Date

---

This document has been printed on both sides of a single sheet of paper.  
Please retain a copy of this document for your records.
This research has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB-B), REB clearance # 108364.

Hi, my name is Rebecca Jeong, a student at Carleton University. I need your help in organizing different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages. I would like to see how dangerous or not dangerous you think the words, colours, and symbols I show you today. First, I will ask you some questions and then you will sort some cards.

After finishing the sorting activities, I will ask you some more questions and then we will be done. Today’s session will take about 1 hour and I will record your voice so that I can remember your comments. If you don’t want me to record your voice, please let me know. Also, I will take some photos of the sorted cards. Don’t worry, I will not take any photos of you.

The information you will share with me will be safely locked up. No one will hear what you said except the people doing the research. Just remember, we are not testing you, we just want to hear your opinion.

You have the choice to join this study or not, it is entirely up to you. You can say okay now and change your mind later. All you have to do is tell me that you want to stop. Don’t worry, no one will be hurt or get mad. Just let me know.

To thank you for your help, I will give you $20 cash. You can keep the money even if you decide to stop the study.

Do you have any questions? Remember that you can ask questions at any time.

Do you agree to participate in this user study and play the game?

- If yes, please say: yes, I will be in this research study
- If no, please say: no, I don’t want to do this
Adult Participant Consent Form

**Title**: Hazard matching: Iteratively designing effective cybersecurity and privacy warning messages for children

**CUREB-B clearance #:** 108364

**Date of ethics clearance**: March 26, 2018

**Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires**: January 31, 2019

---

**Introduction**

The purpose of this form is to provide you with the information that may affect your decision to participate in this research study. The researcher for this study is a Masters student, **Rebecca Jeong**. She is working under the supervision of Dr. Sonia Chiasson in The School of Computer Science. Read the information below and ask any questions you might have before making a decision.

**Purpose of the Study**

If you agree, you will be asked to participate in a research study exploring different characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages to understand how adults interpret them in comparison to children. The results from this study will be used to make recommendations in better designing effective warning messages.

**What am I going to be asked to do?**

You will be asked to complete card sorting and ranking activities. This will allow us to understand how you perceive the severity of the hazard associated with various characteristics of cybersecurity warning messages (e.g., signal words, colours, symbols, or other similar characteristics). Please note that you are not being tested; we are only interested in your perception of cybersecurity warning messages. This research study will be audio-recorded for the purposes of transcription and analysis. The participants will not be photographed; photographs will only be taken of the sorted cards.
Today's session will take approximately 1 hour. It involves a pre-test questionnaire, sorting activities and a post-test interview. There are no foreseeable risks in participating in this study. You will not be asked to disclose any personally identifiable information. If such information is voluntarily disclosed, it will be discarded when transcribing the interview to text.

**Eligibility**

In order to participate in this study, you must be an adult over 18 years old and be comfortable speaking and reading in English.

**Compensation**

As a token of appreciation, you will receive $20 cash for participating in this study. If the study takes place on campus such as the CHORUS lab, we will also reimburse parking costs if applicable at the end of the session.

**Do I have to participate?**

No, your participation in this study is voluntary. You may decline to participate or to withdraw from participation at any time during the session.

If you do not want to participate, you will not be included in the study and there will be no penalty. You will receive the $20 cash compensation even if you choose to withdraw from the study.

**How will my privacy and confidentiality be protected?**

Your privacy and the confidentiality will be protected. All responses will be kept anonymous. All research data and notes will be stored and retained on password protected computers or storage devices of the researchers for use in future research and the consent form will be kept in a locked cabinet. Access will be restricted only to the research team. Some of the questionnaires are hosted by Qualtrics. The data will be stored and protected by Qualtrics but may be disclosed via a court order data breach. Once the research is completed, audio recordings will be securely destroyed.

**What if I do not want to be audio-recorded?**

If you choose to not be audio-recorded, you may still participate in the study. The researcher will take notes of what you said during the study.
The ethics protocol for this research was reviewed by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board, which provided clearance to carry out the research. If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Dr. Andy Adler, Chair, Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (by phone at 613-520-2600 ext. 4085 or via email at ethics@carleton.ca).

**Researcher contact information:**
Rebecca Jeong, Master’s Student  
School of Computer Science  
Carleton University  
Email: rebecca.jeong@carleton.ca

**Supervisor contact information:**
Dr. Sonia Chiasson  
School of Computer Science  
Carleton University  
Tel: (613) 520-2600 ext. 1656  
Email: chiasson@scs.carleton.ca

I, ______________________________________, agree to participate in this study on exploring cybersecurity and privacy warning messages.

______ I consent to being audio-recorded for the purposes of transcription.

______________________________    ______________  
Signature of participant       Date

______________________________    ______________  
Signature of a researcher       Date
Appendix E

Questionnaires and Interview Script
Pre-test Questionnaire*

Participant ID (assigned):

Demographic Information

Q1) What is your age and what grade are you in?

Age:                     Grade:                     Prefer not to answer:

Q2) I am a:

☒ Male  ☒ Female  ☒ Other  ☒ Prefer not to answer

Online and Electronic Device Usage Information

Q1) About how many days a week in general are you online?

Day(s):
Other, please explain (e.g., once/month):

Q2) Which of the electronic device(s) do you use to go online? (You may choose more than one option)

☐ Desktop computer
☐ Laptop computer (e.g., Apple, Windows, Chrome laptops)
☐ iPhone (Apple)
☐ Android phone (e.g., Samsung)
☐ Windows phone
☐ Blackberry
☐ iPad (Apple)
☐ Other tablets (e.g., Android, Chrome, Amazon Kindle, Kobo)
☐ Gaming consoles (e.g., X-box, Playstation, Nintendo)

* This questionnaire will be completed verbally and the researcher will audio-record the participant’s responses and enter them into Qualtrics.
Questions specific to adult participants

Demographic Information

Q1) What is your age?

Age: 
Prefer not to answer:

Q3) What is the highest level of education you have completed? If currently enrolled, what level are you in?

- No schooling completed
- Nursery school to 8th grade
- Some high school, no diploma
- High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent (e.g., GED)
- Trade/technical/vocational training
- Some college credit, no diploma
- College diploma
- Bachelor's degree (e.g., BA, BSc, BCS, BID)
- Master's degree (e.g., MA, MSc, MCS, MDes)
- Professional degree (e.g., MD, DDS, DVM)
- Doctorate degree (e.g., PhD)
- Other
- Prefer not to answer

Q4) What is your current employment status?

- Employed full time (e.g., 30 or more hours per week)
- Employed part time (e.g., up to 29 hours per week)
- Unemployed and currently looking for work
- Unemployed and not currently looking for work
- Student
- Retired
- Self-employed
- Other
- Prefer not to answer

Q5) What is your program of study/current occupation?

* This questionnaire will be completed verbally and the researcher will audio-record the participant’s responses and enter them into Qualtrics.
Post-test Semi-structured Interview*

These are some of the sample questions for the semi-structured interview.

Participant ID (assigned):

**Characteristics of Cybersecurity Warning Messages**

Q1) Did you have any trouble categorizing any of the colours? Please explain.

Q2) Did you have any trouble categorizing any of the words? Please explain.

Q3) Did you have any trouble categorizing any of the symbols? Please explain.

**Previous Experience with Cybersecurity Warning Messages**

Q3) What is a cybersecurity warning message (in your own words)? Please explain.

Q4) In your opinion, do you think having cyber security warning messages are positive, negative or both? Please explain.

Q5) What do you normally do online? What kind of activities (e.g., apps, social networking platforms, games, etc.)? Please explain.

Q6) Tell me about a time when you saw a cybersecurity warning message (story).

* This interview will be completed verbally and the researcher will audio-record the participant’s responses and enter them into Qualtrics.
Q7) What do you do when you see warning messages? Please explain.

Q8) Have you shown warning messages to anyone else (e.g., parents, teachers, friends, etc.)? Please explain.

Q9) What would you expect to see on the cybersecurity warning message so that you know something dangerous is happening (e.g., colours, symbols, words)? Please explain.

* This interview will be completed verbally and the researcher will audio-record the participant’s responses and enter them into Qualtrics.
Appendix F

Qualitative Content Analysis Themes

F.1  Themes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEME</th>
<th>COLOUR SUBTHEME</th>
<th>SYMBOL SUBTHEME</th>
<th>WORD SUBTHEME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of danger</td>
<td>Safe Middle Dangerous Bipolar</td>
<td>Safe Middle Dangerous Bipolar</td>
<td>Safe Middle Dangerous Bipolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple meanings Potential danger</td>
<td>Multiple meanings Potential danger</td>
<td>Multiple meanings Potential danger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association with same parameters</td>
<td>Similarities with other colours Differences with other colours Intermediate colour (in between) Association with brighter colours Association with dark colours Association with faded/dull colours Association with lighter colours</td>
<td>Similarities with other symbols Differences with other symbols</td>
<td>Similarities with other words (synonyms) Differences with other words (antonyms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association with other parameters</td>
<td>Association with symbols Association with words</td>
<td>Association with symbols Association with words</td>
<td>Association with symbols Association with symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual associations</td>
<td>Technology Events Food Media Nature Road signs and lights Social conventions</td>
<td>Technology Media Road signs and lights Social conventions Warning labels</td>
<td>Technology Media Social conventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective perception</td>
<td>Positive Negative Common Uncommon Attention grabbing Deception Personal preference</td>
<td>Positive Negative Common Uncommon Attention grabbing Deception</td>
<td>Positive Negative Common Uncommon Attention grabbing Deception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>Neutral Unclear</td>
<td>Neutral Unclear</td>
<td>Neutral Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From previous experience</td>
<td>-neutral</td>
<td>-neutral</td>
<td>-neutral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F.2 Thematic Mind Maps

F.2.1 Colour Mind Map
F.2.2 Symbol Mind Map
F.2.3 Word Mind Map
Appendix G

Quantitative Card Sorting and Ranking Visualization

G.1 Children’s Sorting and Ranking Visualization

G.1.1 Signal Colours

G.1.2 Signal Symbols

G.1.3 Signal Words
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (in months)</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (Male/Female)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
<td>80/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Rate (bpm)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participates</td>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Message</td>
<td>Notice</td>
<td>Careful</td>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Don’t</td>
<td>Blocked</td>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Suspicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
G.2 Adults’ Sorting and Ranking Visualization

G.2.1 Signal Colours

G.2.2 Signal Symbols

G.2.3 Signal Words
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Happy face</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Closed lock</th>
<th>Open lock</th>
<th>Circle?</th>
<th>Triangle?</th>
<th>Shield?</th>
<th>Circle1</th>
<th>Sad face</th>
<th>Shield1</th>
<th>Ice/Secur/Stop hand</th>
<th>Triangle1</th>
<th>TriangleX</th>
<th>CircleX</th>
<th>ShieldX</th>
<th>Angry face</th>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>Fire and crossb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Message</td>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>Notice</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Careful</td>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>Don't</td>
<td>Blocked</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
<td>Unsafe</td>
<td>Suspicious</td>
<td>Damage</td>
<td>Hack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>